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Abstract

Interferometric noise, arising on the interference of data and parasitic crosstalk and

common to many current and proposed fibre optic communication networks, may

induce unacceptable power penalties and bit-error-rate floors. This work addresses

key aspects of this problem via experiment and theoretical analysis: the origin and

characteristics of the noise, the resultant performance degradation of optical

networks, and solution paths.

The study of a single crosstalk interferer generates a classification of all

interferometric noise forms and reveals the key properties of probability density

function and power spectrum. Performance degradation from theory and experiment

agree closely.

The aggregation of multiple crosstalk terms is analysed and the validity of Gaussian

statistics, predicted by the Central Limit Theorem, is demonstrated. It is predicted

that the total crosstalk level of noise generating terms should be held below -25 dB

for a penalty of less than I dB - a further 2 to 4 dB may lead to network failure.

Optical TDM switching networks, constructed from discrete lithium niobate

directional couplers of -15 dB isolation, and delay lines, illustrate the importance of

interferometric noise. Larger networks are modelled on a computer simulator

(XFlatch) that tracks all crosstalk waveforms, calculates both interferometric and

amplifier noise, and thus the bit-error-rate.

A bilateral approach is proposed to manage interferometric noise; crosstalk power is

minimised and noise owing to the residual crosstalk is RF rejected. Several methods

are critically discussed. A novel technique, exploiting intra-bit frequency evolution of

directly modulated DFB lasers in response to injection heating, is introduced and

critically assessed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The role of fibre optics in the Information Age

As the twenty-first century approaches, dramatic changes are occurring in the

telecommunications industry. The forthcoming 'Information Age' [1] will see new

high bandwidth services on offer to business and domestic customers alike. This

presents a considerable challenge to the industry; the existing networks, only recently

upgraded to 'digital' status, must grow in capacity and operate in an increasingly

competitive and diverse market. Naturally, there is considerable debate on how this

may be achieved, but it is generally assumed that fibre optic technology will play a key

role in network evolution [2].

In the telecommunications network of today, optical fibre is principally employed as a

low cost high bandwidth pipe, interlinking the switching centres of the trunk network.

In other potential applications, for example, in the switching nodes, or in the local

loop, the penetration of optical technology is modest, and electronics predominates.

This will change in the future - the unique advantages of optics, particularly the high

bandwidth, immunity to EMI, transparency to data format and bit rate, and the

possibility of multiplexing in the wavelength, as well as the time domain, will

ultimately result in a performance/unit cost advantage [3].

Research activity into optically multiplexed networks, including the construction of

demonstrators, is growing rapidly around the globe. Networks employing wavelength

division multiplexing, as typified by the RACE MWTN and MUNDI projects [4], are

likely to see the first deployment in the field. Before this occurs many difficulties

remain to be resolved- much new effort is currently directed towards topics such as

power level equalisation in amplifier cascades [5], non-linear interactions and

dispersion in long fibre links [6], and to the impact of crosstalk, and its associated

interferometric noise; the latter shall be addressed in this work.
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receiver
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1.2 Performance limitations of fibre optic networks due to
interferometric noise

In a typical optical network data is digitally encoded onto the optical medium by

switching a laser on and of and is then routed to the destination where (direct)

photodetection takes place. The recovered information may be corrupted by:

• crosstalk and inter-symbol interference (1ST)

• electronic noise 1 generated at the receiver - shot noise and thermal noise

• noise of optical origin - source intensity noise, spontaneous emission, and

interferometric noise

Interferometric noise arises from the optical interference, or beating, of the desired

data waveform with unwanted crosstalk waveforms derived from other data channels,

or indeed from the very same data channel, and square-law envelope detection at the

receiver. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 below for the latter scenario.

optical network

Figure 1.1. Generation of inteiferometric noise on the inleiference of data and

crosstalk from the same optical source.

Square-law detection implies that the photocurrent attributed to the interferometric

noise is much greater than that attributed to the incident optical power of the

crosstalk signal, giving more severe performance degradation than would be expected.

Indeed, interferometric noise has been reported to cause significant degradation,

1 noise is taken to be random in nature, unlike crosstalk which may, in principle, be predicted.
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characterised by large power penalties or unrecoverable error floors, in many optical

network configurations, both in transmission and in switching [7,8,9]. The move

towards greater 'transparency' in optical networks, whereby signals are routed via

intermediate nodes without regeneration, through optical amplification, further

exacerbates these effects.

This work advances the understanding of interferometric noise in a number of ways -

the identification of the problem in crosstalk corrupted TDM switching networks has

been established, and a crosstalk classification has been proposed; a new theoretical

analysis of multiple interferers has been devised and applied to generate guidelines for

the construction of future optical networks; new strategies for management of

crosstalk and noise have been developed, including a novel (patented) invention that

employs commercially available laser sources.

1.3 Objectives of the thesis

The objective of this work was to address the importance of interferometric noise in

optical networks. The following aspects of this task have been met-

• explanation of the nature and origin of interferometric noise.

• theoretical calculation of the performance degradation due to a single noise

generating interferer.

• development of a theoretical description of interferornetric noise due to multiple

interferers, thereby generating a guideline for maximum permissible crosstalk

level.

• experimental characterisation of the impact of interferometric noise from a single

interferer.

• experimental characterisation of the impact of crosstalk-derived interferometric

noise on small TDM switching networks, comprising up to four 2x2 crosspoints.

• prediction of the performance of TDM switching networks in the presence of

crosstalk-derived interferornetric noise using a network simulator (XHatch [10])

programmed with the aforementioned theoretical analysis.

• development of strategies for combating interferometric noise.

• experimental investigation of a novel interferometric noise suppression technique

exploiting injection heating in directly modulated laser sources.
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1.4 Outline of the thesis

Within Chapter 2 the nature and origin of interferometric noise is carefully explained,

and examples of interferometric noise in a number of different network scenarios are

discussed. Additionally, proposed techniques for noise suppression are scrutinised.

In Chapter 3, a theoretical analysis of the performance degradation due to

interferometric noise from a single interferer is described, followed by a Central Limit

Theorem approach to multiple interferers (Chapter 4).

An experimental study of interferometric noise, addressing both single interferers and

small case-study TDM switching fabrics, is summarised in Chapter 5. A recirculating

delay line configuration that generates multiple interferers from a single 2x2

crosspoint is also included. Comparison with the theory of the previous chapter is

made where appropriate.

Results from the XHatch computer simulator, when configured to model a number of

optical TDM crossconnects, are shown in Chapter 6.

The following two chapters consider methods for managing crosstalk and

interferometric noise. In Chapter 7, an experimental demonstration of interferometric

noise suppression that exploits, in a novel way, the injection heating within directly

modulated laser sources, is described. Chapter 8 presents a critical appraisal of

crosstalk reduction and interferometric noise suppression techniques.

Conclusions and proposals for future work are presented in the final chapter.
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Chapter 2

Interferometric noise

2.1 Introduction

This review begins with a detailed description of the origin of interferometric noise.

It is assumed that the optical source comprises a single frequency laser, for example, a

distributed-feedback (DFB) laser, sources which will find common application in

future networks. Other optical sources, the LED and the multi-longitudinal mode

Fabry-Perot laser, suffer less from interferometric noise and are considered briefly in

Section 2,4. A four element classification is introduced to describe the possible

outcomes from the interference of data and crosstalk waveforms.

The literature review highlights the importance of interferometric noise in a wide

range of different networks. Emphasis is placed upon the measurement of bit-error-

rate (BER) degradation. Proposed noise suppression techniques are also summarised.

2.2 The origin of interferometric noise

2.2.1 Phase noise in single frequency semiconductor lasers

The output of a single frequency semiconductor laser is affected in two ways by the

presence of quantum noise. Firstly, the amplitude is found to fluctuate. However, this

so called laser intensity noise is very small except in the region close to threshold.

Secondly, the phase contains a random time component, termed phase noise, arising

from spontaneous emission events, following a random-walk type diffusion

characterised by a Gaussian probability density function (pdf) and a white frequency

spectrum (Weiner -Levy random process [1,2]). The spontaneous emission also

perturbs the carrier density away from the steady state value but the system recovers

in a short series of relaxation oscillations [2]. However, these carrier density

fluctuations induce refractive index and therefore phase fluctuations of the lasing

medium at the relaxation frequency, typically 1-10 GHz, adding additional phase
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noise. Relaxation oscillations have been neglected in this work although they have

been found to be significant in coherent mixing [3].

The optical CW waveform of centre frequency w and phase noise j(t) is given in the

complex representation by

	

E(t) = A exp j( co 0t +
	

(2.1)

with the (random) phase change over a time 'r defined by

	

= 4(t) - (t -	 (2.2)

governed by a Gaussian distributed pdf of

exp()i)	

(2.3)

where a2(t)=2itAvt

= 3 dB laser linewidth.

Note the greater the delay 'r the broader the pdf becomes until ultimately a>> it and

P() is essentially uniformly distributed over ( -it,it). The linear relationship between

the phase noise variance a 2 (t) and the delay t is a consequence of the assumed white

frequency spectrum, and implies a Lorentzian lineshape (this may be simply

demonstrated by taking a Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation of E(t) ). If the

laser spectrum is non-Lorentzian, for example, because of relaxation oscillations, the

phase variance can be easily measured and provides a more accurate measure of the

noise magnitude than Av [1].

2.2.2 A classification of interferometric noise

Consider the mixing of two CW optical waveforms representing the data and

crosstalk, having frequency 0d and w, phase noise d(t) and (t), optical power d

and P,, polarisation Pd and p, respectively.
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E(t) = Ed(t ) + E(t)

expj(ct + ød (t)) + J7 expj(cvt + Ø (t))p
	 (2.4)

Following square-law envelope detection the photocurrent i is given by:

i	 cEQ)E*(t)

OC Pd +
	

+	 2JPdPX cos{ relative phase }pa.p.

=Pd +
	

Px +	 2jPdPX COS{( a)d -	 + ød( t) -
	 (2.5)

data	 crosstalk	 interferometric noise

The data can be seen to be corrupted not only by the additive crosstalk P ' as would

be predicted by a sum of intensities approach, but also by the mixing term that

exhibits a cosinuisoidal dependence on the relative phase of the data and crosstalk.

When this relative phase fluctuates randomly (mechanisms for this will be discussed

shortly) interferornetric noise arises. The (dimensionless) crosstalk level, , is defined

as Eqn. 2.5 highlights several important properties of this interferometric

noise:

• the photocurrent due to the interferometric noise is far greater than that due to

the additive crosstalk. For example, if P d 10 (arbitrary units) and P,=1, representing

a crosstalk level of-lO dB, the interferornetric noise spans ± 6.3 (Fig. 2.1).

• the interferometric noise magnitude is dependent upon the relative

polarisations of data and crosstalk. When they are orthogonally polarised there is no

interferometric noise.

• the noise magnitude relative to the signal is independent of the signal level

itself. Consequently, this optical noise may dominate over the detector thermal noise

and lead to error flooring.

Interferometric noise may be classified as follows (Fig. 2.2):

a) data and crosstalk arise from the same laser source, with coherence time t and

phase noise (t), and suffer a differential delay between source and detector of'c

relative phase = a r+ q.S(t) - çb(I - r)

= a 0 r+ct(t,r)
	

(2.6)
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photo

data	 crosstalk	 data+crosstalk+

interferometric noise

Figure 2.1. Photocurrentflzictuation due to interferonietric noise.

coherent crosstalk - t is much smaller than t, resulting in an interference

very close to the coherent limit (t0), characterised by an absence of phase

noise (variance of(t,t) <<2it) [2,4]. However, it has been appreciated for

the first time that significant interferometric noise will arise if t itself is not

constant. Indeed t has been found to fluctuate slowly (sub kHz frequencies,

cf. Section 5.2.2), but with sufficient amplitude to induce wt variations

exceeding 2m, because of temperature fluctuations and phonon excitations in

silica optical fibre [5]'. If t is constant, the interferometric term in Eqn. 2.5

is static and may be determined, its value depending on Cot.

incoherent beat noise crosstalk (also often called phase-induced intensity

noise, PIN) - t is much greater than 'rc , resulting in an interference at the

so-called 'incoherent limit', such that the variance of (t,t) >> 2t [2,4].

Here the phase noise of the laser is converted into intensity noise by the

optical mixing. In the case of a directly modulated DFB laser the incoherent

limit is attained with path length differences of a few metres (t being tens of

ns ). Phase fluctuations due to cot do not influence the intensity noise

because the phase change fluctuation is much faster (laser linewidth).

partially coherent crosstalk - this class falls between the two extremes of

coherent and incoherent beat noise crosstalk. The resulting noise is very

difficult to analyse, its properties depending on the exact value of cot. The

1 This is the environmental interferometer drift that has been frequently noted in fibre sensors.
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reader is referred to [2] and Section 3.6.

b) data and crosstalk arise from distinct laser sources, giving:

reIativephase	 {(wd —w)t+q5(t)--Ø(t)}
	

(2.7)

incoherent noise-free crosstalk - if the beat frequency of the two lasers,

(w d-o )/2ic, exceeds the receiver bandwidth, B, then the intensity noise is

removed by electronic filtering following detection, and only additive

crosstalk components remain [6].

incoherent beat noise crosstalk - if the beat frequency of the two lasers,

(w d-0 X )/2ir, is smaller than the receiver bandwidth then the cyclic variation in

phase due to (o d-u)t , and the random variation due to the phase noise

elements, generate interferometric noise. This is also called incoherent beat

noise crosstalk because the mixing is incoherent [6].

Figure 2.2. Class/i cation of inteiferometric noise, from a single source (upper) and

from separate sources (lowei).
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2.3 Systems limited by interferometric noise

Table 2.1 summarises the principal network configurations, employing ASK

modulation and direct detection, where interferometric noise has been reported to

degrade the BER performance.

	

NETWORK	 1	 CAUSE OF	 1 REFERENCE

________________ INTERFEROMETRIC NOISEJ

general	 .1	 non-specific	 }_[7-1 1]

transport via cascaded	 multiple discrete reflections	 [6,12-15]

opticalcomponents	 _____________________________ ___________________

transport via fibre 	 J	 Rayleigh backscatter	 [16-20]

WDMA/subcarrier FDMA	 beating between subcarrier	 [21-24]

broadcast and select	 channels at the same

fibre loop buffers and	 crosstalk addition at the loop	 [25-3 3]

signalprocessorscoupler	 _____________________

	

spaceswitches	 .1	 switchcrosstalk	 [30]

WDM transport network 	 switch crosstalk	 [34-36]

filter crosstalk

optical TDM switching 	 switch crosstalk

node ___________________________L__________________

Table 2.1. Systems exhibiting interferometric noise.

2.3.1 Generalised networks

An excellent understanding of interferometric noise may be gained from a number of

references [7-10]. The first BER characterisations of phase-to-intensity-noise

conversion were reported in 1988 [7]. Two directly modulated optical sources were

employed in turn to feed a recirculating delay line interferometer: a multilongitudinal-

mode laser and a DFB laser (Fig. 2.3). In both cases polarisation-sensitive error

floors were observed; the floor for the DFB laser being higher (Fig. 2.4). This may be

understood by noting that in multi-mode lasers only beating between modes at the

same centre optical frequency will generate noise within the electrical bandwidth of

the receiver (cf. Section 3.6), other beating components being filtered.
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Figure 2.3. Recirculating delay line inteiferometer.
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Figure 2.4. BER curves for recirculating fibre loop driven by (a) a 1.3 pm

multilongitudinal-niode laser (loop delay =13 ns,) and (b) a 1.55 ,um DFB laser

(loop delay = 11 ns). Circles and squares represent, respectively, orthogonal and

parallel polarisalions. Both lasers have coherence times much smaller than the loop

delay, and the bit-rate was -14. 7Mb/s (from [7]).

A theoretical and experimental analysis of noise due to a single interferer [8]

highlighted the importance of noise statistics. The electrical signal-to-noise-ratio

(SNR) for a BER= iO was found to vary from 22dB for pure Gaussian noise to only

9.1 dB for pure interferometric noise with its more tightly bound 'two-pronged'

probability density function (cf. Section 3.2.1). The analysis of the intermediate states

of noise forms the basis of theoretical work in Chapter 3.

A single interferer experiment was also performed with an externally modulated DFB

source feeding an interferometer with a 2 km imbalance to ensure mixing at the
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incoherent limit [9]. Comparison of the power penalty for BER=1O 9 (all power

penalties quoted in this thesis are optical power penalties at BER=10 9 ) with several

theoretical models, one assuming Gaussian statistics and the others addressing closure

of the received eye, was undertaken (Fig. 2.5).
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I	 •'
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-10	 0

Crosstalk (dB)

Figure 2.5. Power penally versus component crosstalk R) for systems corrupted by

a single crosstalk generator (from f9j)

It may be seen that none of the theoretical curves accurately predicts the experiment;

nevertheless, it was concluded that crosstalk between -10 and -20 dB is required.

The models were extended, with several simplifications, to address multiple (N)

interferers of crosstalk E arising from component imperfection (Fig. 2.6): the

photocurrent noise scales as N'Si, the photocurrent variance a NE.

Cross falk

Figure 2.6. Network portion exhibiting crosstalk due to component imperfection

(from [9])

The initial work was extended to an experiment with eight interferers [10],

demonstrating excellent agreement with the analytic expression:
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power penalty = -5 log[1 -139.2 N l0(I1o]	
(2.8)

derived assuming Gaussian statistics (Fig. 2.7). This Gaussian approximation is
central to much of the analysis presented in this work. Increasing crosstalk may be

accomodated by increasing the Optical power (to offset the penalty), but dramatic

communication failure will ultimately occur at the asymptote (error floor with

BER>1 0-9).

12

10

C
40

2

-50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10
Crosstalk [dB]

Figure 2. 7. Crosstalk-induced penalty versus component crosstalk, c, plotted for

various number, N of crosstalk paths. The curves are theoretical predictions of

Eqn. 2.8 (from [10])

Li et al. have considered the influence of adjacent channel crosstalk in a dense single-

mode waveguide array, i.e. the case of two interferers [6]. Three distinct cases were

considered:

• each channel has a separate laser source of different wavelength. The penalty was

found to fall with increasing wavelength separation to an asymptotic value

necessitating (total) crosstalk < -12dB (penalty=1 dB); this limit is incoherent

noise-free crosstalk using the classification of Section 2.2.2.

• each channel has a separate laser injection-locked to a weak reference line, or all

channels are derived from a master laser but interfere incoherently - this is

incoherent beat noise crosstalk in the classification of Section 2.2.2. The penalty

in this case decreased with an increase in the laser linewidth because of greater

filtering (of the noise) by the receiver. An accurate estimate of the crosstalk

requirements was unrealisable because of the assumption of Gaussian statistics

which is invalid for only two interferers.
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• all channels derive from a master laser and have a fixed phase relationship - this is

similar to coherent crosstalk (cf. Section 2.2.2) although no noise is present. The

required crosstalk level was found to be dependent on the (fixed) relative phases,

equalling -25 dB in the worst case.

The authors also investigated further deterioration in the above performance when the

decision threshold was not optimised.

A novel approach to the treatment of the effects of multiple interferers has been

reported by O'Reilly [1 1]. The range and variance of the all beating terms, not only

those between the data and crosstalk but also those between crosstalk and crosstalk,

are determined. Although simplifying assumptions unlikely to exist in practise are

made, an upper bound to the error probability is obtained by a method attributed to

Glaves [39]. This technique is more accurate than taking the inner eye closure

technique [40] when the range and standard deviation of the noise differ significantly,

as will occur with many interferers. Error floors are also predicted. Further

extension of this work should produce network design guidelines of great value.

2.3.2 Multiple reflections

In a transmission link interferometric noise results from multiple reflections at splices

and connectors (Fig. 2.8).

x_

laser	 receiver

multiple reflections

Figure 2.8. Inteijèrometric noise due to nniltiple reflections.

This problem has been studied extensively. Gimlett and Cheung derived the noise RF

spectrum and relative-intensity-noise parameters for the example of a single interferer

(two reflection points), considering coherent, partially coherent and incoherent

regimes [4]. However, in the subsequent analysis they assumed the incoherent limit

(appropriate for directly modulated lasers) and no filtering of the interferometric

noise. Power penalties were calculated assuming firstly, Gaussian, and secondly,

bounded non-Gaussian ('two-pronged') statistics; values determined by experiment
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employing a directly modulated DFB source (threshold choice unstated) (Fig.

2.9,2.10), were better than the former, but worse than the latter. The effective

reflection coefficient R is a 	 , where c is the (single pass) intensity

transmittance and R 1 and R2 are the reflection coefficients at the two discontinuities.

It is analogous to 'i(crosstalk level f,).
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Figure 2.9. Measured BER curves

versus effective reflection coefficient R

('equivalent to '/crosstalk E,) at 1 Gb/s

for two reflection points (from [4]).
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Figure 2.10. Power penalties versus R

for two reflection points: (a) theoiy using

Gaussian pdf, (b,.) theory using actual pdf

(from [4],).

The penalty (dB) at BER=I0- 9 assuming Gaussian statistics, aligned polarisations, a

midway threshold choice, and no filtering of the noise, is:

penalty = —5 log[1 - 139.2R2]
	

(2.9)

When there are N reflection points the number of interferers grows as N2.

Elrefaie et a!. [12] computed the performance in the presence of a single interferer

using the noise-driven single-mode rate equations for a directly modulated DFB laser,

as developed by Marcuse [40]. They concluded that both NRZ and RZ systems have

approximately the same penalty if the round-trip time delay between the two

connectors is an exact integer number of bits. If this is not the case the RZ penalty is

significantly reduced - this results from the decrease in probability of the coincidence

of optical pulses. The predicted penalty under the assumption of bounded

interferometric noise is smaller than that reported in [4], attributed to the broadening

of the laser linewidth, owing to chirp, that is included within their analysis.
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Transmission of analog CATV over fibre has been addressed [13]. Measurements of

the RIN (relative-intensity-noise) spectrum indicate a noise reduction with increasing

(direct) modulation index of the DFB laser - again this is attributed to chirp. If a

highly coherent source is employed, e.g. an externally modulated Nd:YAG, the phase

noise change <<it and interferometric noise is no longer problematic. When

amplifiers are added to the system, without isolation, the performance degrades

markedly because the reflections transit twice through the gain block whilst the signal

only passes once. For N reflection points and gain G, the RIN grows as G2N2. A

RIN of -135 dBfHz @2.4 Gb/s is required for satisfactory performance [141 - this

goal may be satisfied by three -20dB return loss connectors.

Further study has considered both single frequency and multi-modal lasers via the

multi-mode rate equations [15]. In the presence of optical feedback (reflection) into

an unisolated DFB, the frequency spectrum of the source is broadened, and therefore

the penalty is reduced (noise filtered at the receiver). Measurement of the BER under

optimised threshold choice for isolated DFBs showed no error flooring and thus no

asymptote in the power penalty characteristic (Fig. 2.11). The penalty for the multi-

mode source is strongly dependent upon the delay, bias and the spectral width, and is

less than that for the DFB.

Penalty (dB)

5 r

	

o i5 jni DFS	 1b th

	

1.5 pm DFB	 'b .0.8 l,,

	

D1.s pm DFB	 1b h

	

1.3 pm ML M	 0.8 trn

	

1.3 pm MLM	 1tnth

4

RATE EQUATION SLMUL.ATK)N
OFB	 MHz Sm DELAY

SIMULATION USING
SIMPLE MODEL

2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12
Errective reflection coefllcient R (%)

>,#-

14	 16	 18

Figure 2.11. Experimental results of power penally @BER=3x]0 11 for two

reflecting points, for single and imiltfrequency lasers based systems operating at 1. 7

Gb/s under optinzised decision threshold choice from [15J,).
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For N reflective points, assuming zero transmission loss between discontinuities, with

effective reflection coefficient R, and eye margin M in the absence of interferometric

noise, the power penalty (dB) for any bit-rate is:

N(N-1)R1
power penalty = ioiog[i -

	 M
(2.10)

2.3.3 Rayleigh backscatter

It is possible to minimise the optical return loss from connections and splices to better

than -55 dB by appropriate design; e.g. semiconductor amplifier facets may be angled.

However, there remains the reflections resulting from Rayleigh backscatter; this

distributed reflection occurs along the complete length of the silica fibre. Given a

long length of fibre, the fraction of power that is Rayleigh backscattered, commonly

called the backscatter reflectance RB, is approximately -32 dB at 1.55 im [16].

In conventional unidirectional transmission (Fig. 2.12a) degradation derives from

backscattered light which is subsequently scattered itself into the path of the signal -

this is called double Rayleigh backscatter; in bidirectional systems (Fig.2. 12b), a

single backscatter will generate interferometric noise. The penalty in the latter case

depends upon the relative wavelengths of the up-stream and downstream lasers, being

greatest when the wavelengths are equal - this arises when a reflective MQW

modulator is employed at the receiver to permit both down-stream detection and

upstream transmission, Fig. 2. 12c.

In analysis, Rayleigh backscatter is considered to arise from a finite number of

discrete reflections suitably located along the fibre length. In analogy with the

discrete reflection scenario (cf. Section 2.3.2), the performance penalty is increased

by the addition of amplifiers to an unidirectional link, and may be reduced by

employing in-line isolators.

Interferometric noise due to Rayleigh backscatter was first reported in 1988 [17].

The experiment employed a nearly single mode laser and a multiple quantum well

(MQW) reflective modulator in a bidirectional system (Fig. 2. 12c). The backscatter

of the downstream light was treated as deriving from a single discrete reflector

located at an effective distance on the fibre such that the interference with the

upstream signal fell into the incoherent limit.
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single Rayleigh backscatter upstream laser

downstream laser

optical reflective
modulator

downstream laser

single Rayleigh backscatter

amplifier

- -:::	 ___
laser	 ---H	 receiver

—

double Rayleigh backscatter

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.12. Interferoinetric noise due to Rayleigh backscatter. (a) unidirectional

transmission. (b,.) bidirectional transmission with two sources. (c) bidirectional

transmission with a single source.

Measurements of the RF noise spectrum gave a Lorentzian profile (Fig. 2. 13a),

identical to that from a seif-hornodyne interferorneter, expected at the incoherent

limit. If light was allowed to reflect back into the laser cavity from a discrete reflector

at approximately 1.5m, peaks in the spectrum were observed (Fig. 2.13b), attributed
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to mode hopping of the laser over the longitudinal modes of the parasitic 1.5m Fabry-

Perot cavity [41]. On the interference of light from different modes, the noise

generated is translated from baseband by an amount equal to the beat frequency of the

two modes - this may equal all integral multiples of the modal spacing, 66 MHz. This

effect has been highlighted because similar observations were made in the experiments

described in Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 2.13. Noise spectra with (a) no reflections into laser cavity, and (1)

reflections into laser cavity. Upper and lower traces represent receiver noise with

and without Rayleigh backscaller, respectively (froni [17]).

Rayleigh backscatter in an optical amplifier cascade (Fig. 2.12a) has also been

considered [16]. In an experiment employing a CW DFB source, a single fibre

amplifier and 140 km of fibre, a Lorentzian noise spectrum was again observed - the

incoherent limit applied. The RIN was found to increase as the square of the

amplifier gain in agreement with the theory presented. Under the assumptions of

Gaussian statistics (Central Limit Theorem) for the noise, depolarised light, a receiver

bandwidth B very much greater than the source linewidth \v, and a decision

threshold midway between zeros and ones, the power penalty (dB) at BER=10 9 for a

single amplifier of gain G is

power penalty = - 5Iog{1 - 72 G2 R32]
	

(2.11)

A penalty of less than 1 dB requires a G < 20.6 dB.
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Other treatments [18] consider the backscatter from every fibre link to be generated

from a single discrete reflector of reflectivity RB. The power penalty at BER=109

was determined for NA amplifiers by a similar analysis, and assumptions, to that of

Gimlett et al. [16]:

power penalty	 - 5Iog[1 -72 G 2 R5 2	- 1 )1	 (2.12)
2

This relation is displayed graphically in Fig. 2.14 for G=10 dB.

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
arnçfier nurrber

Figure 2.14. Calculated power penally against number of ampi/Iers in the cascade

for three typical values of Rayleigh backscaiter (from [18]).

Theory and experiment were found to agree closely for a six-amplifier cascade given

an externally modulated source. If the laser was directly modulated, however, the

penalty was much smaller - this was attributed to spectral broadening (chirp), (Fig.

2.15) although a different explanation is proposed in Chapter 3.

In conclusion, with an amplifier gain of 10 dB the number of amplifiers is limited to

—10-30.

A study of the degradation due to Rayleigh backscatter when RF filtering of the

interferometric noise takes place at the receiver, i.e. when the linewidth zv is not

much smaller than the receiver bandwidth, has been undertaken [19]. The method is

an extension of the above analysis [16] with the assumption that the noise is Gaussian

with a white power spectrum. The penalty for depolarised light and a bit period T is:
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Figure 2.15. Measured power penalties due to interferonietric noise with both

external and direct modulation of transmitter laser (from [18J.

power penalty= 5lo[172 G2
 RB2 AvT] 

fo' >>	 (2.13)

The power penalty falls with increasing linewidth given a fixed bit-rate. It is

suggested that this expression is applicable to chirped direct modulation; however, the

validity of substituting the measured linewidth of a chirped laser into a formula

derived assuming CW operation is questionable and will be discussed further in

Section 3.4.

In other treatments [20] a complete analysis of the probability density function of the

noise in a bidirectional system is presented. The BER is determined and is found to

agree well with an experimental two source configuration.

2.3.4 Subcarrier-rnultiplexed networks

Microwave subcarrier-multiplexing may be used to distribute broadcast and point-to-

point services within the local loop. For example, in CATV many 5 MHz analog

video signals modulate different microwave subcarriers (separated in frequency by 5

MHz) which are then combined before modulating a single optical carrier. This signal

is then broadcast via a passive optical branch network to all subscribers. In
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bidirectional networks the customer may communicate to the head-end by single

subcarrier modulation at a unique RF frequency of its own laser source.

Interferometric noise will arise in this upstream transmission when the lasers located

at the customer's premises are close in wavelength [21,22]. At the head end receiver

many waveforms of similar power arrive simultaneously and generate not only the

required information (the head-end tunes its electronic receiver to the subcarrier

frequency, i.e. customer, of his choice) but also the beating components. The ratio of

signal power to in-band interferometric noise power (SIR) has been calculated for

two simultaneous transmitters assuming a 5 MHz signal bandwidth and a laser source

of much greater linewidth [21] (Fig. 2.16).
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Figure 2.16. The variation of SiR as a function of the wavelength separation of the

optical sources. The LED has a /inei'id/h of -/0 nm, and the two laser sources have

longitudinal modes with linewidths of 10 GHz. The nmliimode source has seven

longitudinal modes with spacing of 0.8 nni from f21]).

At zero wavelength separation the single mode source has the smallest SIR since its

optical spectrum, and therefore its interferometric noise spectrum, is the narrowest.

Performance improves with increasing wavelength separation because the

interferometric noise spectrum becomes centred further and further away from the

microwave subcarrier frequency to which the receiver is tuned. In the case of the

LED, the noise spectrum is extremely broad (-'80 nm) giving a large SIR that varies

little with the change in wavelength separation. The troughs for the multimode

source occur when the modal positions of the two lasers coincide (this occurs every

0.8nm, the value of the modal separation). The performance improves when there are
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more longitudinal modes (within the same spectral width). An experimental

investigation with two multimode lasers indicated the predominance of interferometric

noise over thermal noise, and highlighted the need for care in estimation of the noise

spectrum under modulation [22]. Preliminary studies [21] indicate that the number of

customers could be limited to 16 if broadcast quality FM video was to be transmitted

with multimode lasers.

A theoretical analysis has addressed the influence of interferometric noise on the

ultimate capacity of WDMA(Wavelength Division Multiple Access)-Subcarrier-

FDMA(Frequency Division Multiple Access) lightwave networks [23]. Users are

linked via a passive star and are allocated a unique wavelength-subcarrier frequency

pair. At the receiver the required channel is selected by tuneable optical and electrical

bandpass filters. Interferometric noise arises from the beating of waveforms that are

transmitted by the optical filter. The probability of channel outage is determined and

it is found that as more subcarrier channels are added, the network capacity increases

sub-linearly and eventually saturates.

In an experiment employing four DFB lasers, each modulated by a FSK-

pseudorandom signal translated onto a subcarrier, error floors at BER=10 9 were

found when two lasers were temperature tuned to the same wavelength [24]. The

error floors were eliminated by increasing the modulation index, and therefore the

laser chirp, from 0.8 to 1.8. Measurements of the SNR supported the effective

modelling of the beating as a white Gaussian noise process.

2.3.5 Recirculating fibre loops

Fibre loops are employed in two distinct ways: in the first, the loop is continuously

illuminated and light is shed after each circulation giving an output optical field that is

the sum of a large number of terms. When the loop delay is made much greater than

the optical source coherence length - an incoherent recirculating structure - RF notch

filters and bit-rate limiters may be realised. In the second scenario, the loop acts as a

buffer for storing an optical cell which circulates until required.

The bit-rate limiter (Fig. 2.17) is severely compromised by intensity noise arising from

phase-to-intensity noise conversion [25]. The theory is presented in [25-27], whilst

experimental measurements are reported in [28] (Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.17. Bit-rate limiter

Fibre loops are also under consideration for use as buffer elements in optical ATM

and packet switching systems [29]. The corruption of a buffered cell due to

spontaneous emission from the amplifier element placed within the loop to

compensate for power losses, and from crosstalk arising from other cells, has been

analysed [31]. In the experiment a 312-bit cell was launched into a fibre ioop and

allowed to circulate (Fig. 2. 18). The SLA1 gate was immediately closed but a

controllable amount of crosstalk was permitted to enter the ioop and the BER was

measured after each circulation by monitoring the output of the coupler. The BER is

plotted against the contrast ratio of SLA1 for 10, 15 and 23 circulations in Fig. 2.19.

receiver

p ott e rn
generotor

Figure 2.18. Experimental co1figuration offibre-loop (from [31])

Comparison with a theoretical analysis [30] indicates excellent agreement for 23

circulations. In the analysis, the phases of all the crosstalk terms are considered to be

random and uncorrelated, and the photocurrent noise is assumed to be Gaussian

distributed - i.e. they employ the Central Limit Theorem which becomes more

accurate with more terms. An expected BER following averaging over all parameters

- phase and bit offset - is derived.

The nature of the crosstalk here falls into the coherent class since the laser source has

a coherence time much greater than the loop delay. When many crosstalk terms are
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simultaneously corrupting the data the fibre phase noise, although certainly much

slower than the bit-rate, will not induce detectable BER variations with time; the

changes are simply averaged out as observed in their experiment.
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Figure 2.19. Experimental and theoretical results of BER against contrast ratio R

of gate SLAlfor different numbers of circulations (from f3lD.

Multiple cells may be stored in a single fibre loop buffer by assigning a different

wavelength to each [32,33] (Fig. 2.20). The cell is stored in the buffer (i.e. continues

to circulate) until the SOA dedicated to its wavelength is switched off. The

configuration offers multiple paths for every wavelength around the ioop, only one of

which is desired; thus two filters for every wavelength are included in the loop to

minimise the interferometric noise.
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CONTROL 2 -	 - - CONTROL I
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BAND PASS
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OUTPUT )1 OR ).
FILTER DETECTOR
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Figure 2.20. Two-wm'elengih fibre Ioop-menioy testbed (from [32]).
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2.3.6 Space switches

In the great wealth of literature concerning integrated optical space switches (for a

review see [42]) very little attention has been paid to the difficulties of interferometric

noise due to crosspoint crosstalk. The path lengths from input ports to output ports

are short, and therefore the transit time difference between signal and crosstalk is also

small, of the order of ps, or less. If a single frequency laser is employed the phase

noise due to both the laser and the waveguide material will be negligible, resulting in a

time independent, i.e. noise-free, aggregate photocurrent when crosstalk and signal,

derived from the same laser, add together. However, degradation will still result from

the (static) interference term (cf. Eqn. 2.5), the magnitude being dependent on the

relative phases of signal and crosstalk. Interferometric noise will arise if the crosstalk

and signal arise from separate sources that are closely wavelength-matched.

Eiselt et al. have addressed noise in a cascade of 2x2 semiconductor amplifier

switches [30] (see Section 2.3.5). Other workers, for example Burke et al. [43], have

ignored it.

2.3.7 WDM transport networks

The use of multiple wavelengths in the optical communications network, offering

increased capacity in the trunk network and, additionally, service discrimination in the

local-loop, will be implemented in the near future. Here two network demonstrator

studies undertaken within the RACE II research program, MWTN (trunk) and

MUNDI (local-loop), shall be highlighted concentrating on the effect of

interferometric noise.

The MWTN (Multi-wavelength Transport Node) network node [34] is placed within

the optical network layer of the trunk network, and overlays the digital network layer

that comprises electronic (SDH(Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) crossconnects.

The example node (Fig. 2.21) has three inputs, each carrying four wavelengths, ?

X4 , these 12 channels may be routed to the 12 output channels, and in addition there

exists an add/drop facility to the digital network layer below. The first 4x4 space

switch routes traffic at X 1 , the second at X., , etc.; the unwanted wavelengths are

attenuated by optical filters placed before the space switch inputs.
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Figure 2.2]. IvIWTN node architecture.

Since there is no wavelength conversion blocking may occur: for example, if the

channels at X at inputs 1 and 2 both want to exit at output 3. Since the wavelengths

are likely to be spaced a few nms apart, interferometric noise may only result when

crosstalk at the same wavelength adds to the signal. Two mechanisms are relevant:

1. crosstalk addition within the space switch

2. crosstalk leakage of the same wavelength (as the data) through the optical

filters prior to the space switches that handle the other wavelengths, subsequently

routed to the passive combiners.

In the MWTN demonstrator a time-varying BER and error flooring were observed

[34], attributed to interferometric noise visible on the oscilloscope. The WDM node

under-development within the ONTC (Optical Networks Technology Consortium)

has also experienced similar problems [35].

The MUNDI (Multiplexed Network for Distributive and Interactive Services) project

addresses the integrated delivery of narrowband telephony and ISDN together with

broadband broadcast (e.g. CATV) and interactive services (e.g. video-on-demand) in

the access network [36]. In the demonstrator a narrowband 1300 nm passive optical

network (PON) is upgraded by the addition of high density WDM (HDWDM) in the

1500 nm window (Fig. 2.22).

The wavelengths are accurately held (to better than 0. 1 nm) at specified wavelengths,
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upIream
PON.

ieparated by I nm, by a distributed wavelength reference comb. Therefore, when

crosstalk adds to the data at the same nominal wavelength, the interferometric noise

spectrum will lie at baseband and a significant fraction will fall within the receiver

bandwidth. Such crosstalk arises principally from the imperfect wavelength

MIUXJDMUX components (the central space switch is opto-mechanical and adds little

crosstalk). Interferometric noise occurs when the signal wavelength is poorly rejected

by the DMUX, and is switched to the same MUX as the main signal, where further

poor crosstalk couples it back into the same path [44.

CI

te

downstream	 recerve
PON

Figure 2.22. The MUNDI broadband interactive demonstrator (from [36]).

The receiver sensitivity penalty was measured for PuN due to a single interferer (Fig.

2.23) [36,44. The experimentally measured power penalty asymptote lies at a

crosstalk level of approximately -7 dB. Inexplicably, this is unaffected by the choice

of decision threshold, whether optimised or not.
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Figure 2.23. Receiver penalty due to seif-homodyne beat-noise (from f36J,).

2.3.8 Optical TDM switching nodes

Network capacity may also be upgraded via optical TDM techniques. This approach

is an extension of the current digital network technology, alleviating the speed

limitations imposed by electronics, by transmitting at 10's of Gb/s. An optical

network layer is required overlaying the electronic network layer; this is analogous to

MWTN but the crossconnects now switch in space and time. Suitable optical TDM

switching networks for this task, formed from 2x2 integrated optical crosspoints

interlinked by single mode fibre delay lines, have been extensively studied [45-47]

(Fig. 2.24). In these networks the crosspoint switching time may be relaxed by

employing block multiplexing of the data. The delay lines are accurately cut to

integral multiples of the block period.

Crosstalk is added to the data signal at every (imperfectly-isolated) crosspoint in the

switch fabric, and because of the delay lines the complete 'spectrum' of interferometric
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noise classes may be generated. This will be elaborated upon in subsequent chapters

of the thesis.

fibre delay line	 2x2 crosspoint

...	 S

Figure 2.24. A schematic illustration of an optical TDM switching network

2.4 Proposed methods for achieving suppression of
interferometric noise

Methods to suppress interferometric noise attempt to realise a noise spectrum that is

either far broader than the data bandwidth, or is translated from baseband, thereby

reducing the fraction of noise which falls within the receiver bandwidth. It has long

been known that interferometric noise may be reduced by employing low coherence

sources like multi-mode laser diodes [48] and LEDs [21]. In the former case all

beating components between modes at different wavelengths lie outside the baseband

and are low-pass filtered [2]; in the latter case the noise spectrum is simply extremely

broad (1000's of GHz). Directly-modulated single frequency lasers may have their

coherence upset by application of a large modulation depth that increases the transient

chirp' [24], or by the addition of a current dither [49]. Direct modulation has been

found to improve noise performance with respect to external modulation [18]. Self-

pulsating lasers exhibiting multi-longitudinal mode operation with broad linewidths

[50] have been proposed as suitable sources for interferometric noise affected systems

[2].

'a different mechanism is proposed in Chapter 7.
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Another technique for single mode lasers superposes a single tone phase modulation

and an amplitude modulation (that carries the data) onto the optical carrier; the phase

modulation is deep (modulation index >2) and at a higher frequency (>3x) than the

data bandwidth [51,52]. The phase modulation may be imparted externally or by

direct modulation. The mechanism involves a redistribution of the noise from

baseband to multiple harmonics of the phase modulation frequency. Noise is

suppressed except when the modulation frequency and the reciprocal of the data-

crosstalk differential delay are related by integer multiples. This situation is avoided if

modulation is applied with multiple tones, or a bandpass filtered Gaussian noise

source whose bandwidth is larger than the reciprocal of the shortest differential delay

in the network is used [51].

An intuitive description of this technique considers the frequency spectrum of the

optical field [53]. This comprises a series of terms separated by the modulation

frequency. Since the modulation frequency exceeds the receiver bandwidth only

beating between data and crosstalk terms at the same optical frequency (i.e. identically

numbered terms in the series) will generate noise. Hence, the noise reduction

Improves with increasing modulation index since the optical spectrum spans more

significant terms (this is the same mechanism for the reduction in noise with the

number of modes in a multi-mode laser). Measurement of the noise spectrum from a

1.8 GHz sine-wave phase modulated CW-running DFB demonstrated a x5 reduction

for an index of 2 [53]. The phase modulation technique is being employed

successfully in CATV transmission [54].

An alternative approach that does not influence the noise spectrum, but instead

reduces the likelihood of data and crosstalk bits being simultaneously high, has been

proposed [55]. The raw data is sampled m bits at a time and is then transmitted as a

2' symbol 'word' containing only a single high symbol. For example, in the pre-

coding scheme for m=2, 00 is transmitted as 0001, 01 as 0010, etc. (Fig. 2.25). The

redundancy is equal to 2' / m.

It can be seen that given a single interferer the probability of a symbol being a 'one'

with noise (i.e. the crosstalk symbol is also a 'one') is reduced from 1/4 (no pre-

coding) to 1/16 (m=2). A new analysis [56] of this scheme for many crosstalk terms

indicates that the mean number of units of interferometric noise afflicting the 'one'

symbol in the transmitted word is inversely proportional to the redundancy. This is

illustrated for 100 crosstalk noise-generating terms in Fig. 2.26.
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Figure 2.26. Probability density function of the number of units of interferornetric

noise given 100 crosstalk ternis and different amounts ofpre-coding.

Performance may not be improved indefinitely by increasing m since a point is reached

where the interferometric noise reduction is offset by the increase in thermal noise

within the necessarily broader receiver bandwidth. The method requires additional

hardware at transmitter and receiver, operating at the symbol rate, and may give rise

to additional dispersion penalties.
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the importance of interferometric noise in a wide range of optical

network topologies has been highlighted (cf. Table 2.1). The subject has been

addressed extensively in the literature, for both single and multiple interferers, both

experimentally and theoretically; a summary is presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

Interest is centred on single-mode lasers, typified by the DFB laser, since they offer

excellent all-round performance but are more prone to interferometric noise than

multi-mode lasers and LEDs.

In the case of a single interferer the following items are worthy of note:

interferometric noise induces error floors or , equivalently, the power penalty

characteristic displays an asymptote.

• interferometric noise is bounded, hence Gaussian statistics are inappropriate.

• performance improves markedly if the decision threshold is optimised.

• the BER floors at iO for crosstalk of -7 dB 	 (threshold optimised)

-12 to -18 dB (AC-coupled Rx).

For multiple interferers:

• interferometric noise induces error floors, or , equivalently, the power penalty

characteristic displays an asymptote.

• analysis employs (almost exclusively) Gaussian statistics and closely follows

experiment.

• performance is relatively insensitive to the decision threshold.

• the BER floors at iO for a total crosstalk of 	 -21.4 dB.

Interferometric noise may be suppressed by:

• employing low coherence sources (multi-mode laser, LED, chirped DFB, self-

pulsating laser)

• high frequency, large index, single tone phase modulation.

• addition of redundancy via sparse pre-coding.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical modelling: single interferer

3.1 Introduction

A theoretical understanding of interferometric noise is essential to rationalise the

complex behaviour observed on the experimental test-bed and to predict the

performance of proposed optical networks. This chapter is devoted to a study of the

case of a single interferer. Although not directly applicable to the performance

evaluation of real networks, where many noise generating crosstalk terms are likely to

exist (see Chapter 4), many of the characteristics derived, such as the noise spectrum,

are of relevance. Great insight into the nature of interferometric noise may be gained

without the unnecessary complexity of multiple beat components. Furthermore,

direct comparison may be made with simple experiments requiring only a single

Mach-Zehnder fibre interferometer (this will be undertaken in Chapter 5).

It is assumed that the optical sources are single-mode lasers, e.g. DFB lasers, the

polarisations are equal (worst-case), and that the interferometric noise lies at the

coherent or incoherent limits. Incoherent noise-free crosstalk is also considered as a

special case. Many important properties of interferometric noise- the probability

density function (pdf), the power spectral density and the signal-to-interferometric-

noise-ratio (SJNR)- are derived for the case of a CW waveform corrupted by a single

CW crosstalk term. When the waveforms are NRZ ASK externally modulated, the

power spectrum is modified by the spectrum of the information; under direct

modulation chirp adds further complexity. The bit-error-rate (BER) characteristic,

the optical power penalty and the existence of error floors are predicted.

Finally brief remarks are made regarding partial coherence.
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3.2	 Properties of interferometric noise from CW
waveforms

3.2.1 Probability density function (pdf)

The pdf is a required for calculation of the BER

Recall from Chapter 2 that on the mixing of two CW optical waveforms representing

the data and crosstalk, having frequency cod and co, phase noise d(t) and (t),

optical power d and P, , polarisation Pd and Px , respectively, the photocurrent i

generated by a photodiode of responsivity 9?is given by:

= d +	 P	 +	 2j7P cos ( cod - a)t + q5(t)— Ø(t)}pd.p (3.1)

data	 crosstalk	 interferometric noise

When data and crosstalk arise from the same source of frequency w 0, coherence time

t, linewidth Av and phase noise (t), and suffer a differential delay between source

and detector oft , the (phase-induced intensity noise, PuN) photocurrent noise is:

= 2Jt.jPdP cos{wo v+ q(t) - 0(1 - r)}

= 29]P cos{w0 r+(t, r)} Pd•Pv	 (3.2)

where c1(t,t) is a Gaussian distributed random variable of variance 2m Av t. The

statistics of co0t+cI(t,t) determine the statistics of iN. In the coherent limit the phase

noise I(t,t) is negligible but the environmental variation in w 0t ensures a uniform

distribution co0t+ c1(t,t) over (-it,t). In the incoherent limit 2ic Au t>> 1, and again

co 0t+c1(t,t) becomes uniformly distributed over (-ic,it) . In both cases the pdfof iN,

P(N), may be simply calculated since cosine is monotonic in (o,it) and even [1]. For

aligned polarisations Pd . 	 =1,

1
P(N) = _____________ (3.3)

This is plotted in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Probability density function of interferonietric noise at the coherent and

incoherent limits.

If the data and crosstalk derive from different lasers whose wavelengths are closely

matched the pdf of the phase difference, the argument of the cosine in Eqn. 3.1, is

uniform over (-it,ic) and the pdf of N is once more given by Eqn. 3.3 (assuming

aligned polarisations).

Several mechanisms may induce deviation from this ideal response in real systems-

I.	 partial coherence- this tends to asymmetrise the response which becomes

dependent on the phase ot [2].

2. thernial noise- the net pdf in the presence of thermal detector noise is formed

by convolving the pdf above with the Gaussian pdf of the thermal noise, and is

consequently smoother being finite at ± 2911(P dPX) and non-zero beyond these

points (cf. Section 3.5).

3. receiver bandwidth- if the receiver bandwidth results in significant filtering of

the interferometric noise the averaging process smears out the distribution

towards a Gaussian-like shape [2].

4. multiple paths- the superposition of multiple crosstalk terms will result in the

convolution of many such bounded pdfs, giving a net Gaussian pdf for very

many terms (cf. Chapter 4).
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3.2.2 Autocorrelation of the interferometric noise

To calculate the power spectrum of the interferometric noise the Fourier Transform is

taken of the appropriate autocorrelation function given by the Weiner-Khinchin

Theorem [3]:

RN (t) = (RN (tI +t,t1))
	

(3.4)

where RN(tI +t,t 1 ) is the statistical ensemble autocorrelation

EN(tl,ñiN(tI+t,T)	 and

and •.. denote time and statistical averaging respectively

For a stationary process [3] the statistical autocorrelation is a function oft alone (not

t 1 ) and time averaging is not required. For PuN with aligned polarisations [4,5]:

I(cos(2w0r)+1)exp(—c?(r)) 	 ti>
RN (t, ) = 29VPdPX	

( cos (2w 0 T) exp (-2 ( — i r I)) + 1)exp(— (t))	 Iti	
(3.5)

cr2(y)=2irAvy

If the data and crosstalk terms arise from distinct sources of linewidths Avd and Av,

and frequency difference Ao) [4,5]:

R N (t) = 2.R 2 Pd PX cos(iwt) exp(—o,(t))

where o,(t) = 2n\i'1 t
	

(3.6)

and	 Avm = 1/2 ( Lvd +z v ) is the mean Iinewidth.

3.2.3 Interferometiic noise power spectrum

The power spectral density of iN , SN(O, may be determined by multiplication of the

Fourier Transform of the above autocorrelation expressions by the load resistance R.

For PIN the single-sided spectrum with the dc term subtracted [6] is -
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4fl2ppRr t\v
SN(f) = 	 [f2+-jX

it

sin2(wo[1^exp(_4.7vr)_2exp(_2,nvr)cos(2,fz)]

r	 Lv	 (3.7)
+cos2(aor)[1_exP(_4thvr)_2exP(_2itLvr)-7sin(22'r)J

In the incoherent limit 2thv 'r >> 1 (incoherent beat noise crosstalk) the power

spectrum approaches a Lorentzian dependence of HWH1VI (half-width at half

maximum)= Av (Fig. 3.2(a)):

49t 2 Pd PXR[ Av 1
S(f)=	 it	 [f2+,2]	 (3.8)

The power spectrum due to phase noise in the coherent limit is given by Eqn. (3.7)

but in many cases the interferometric noise spectrum will be dominated by

environmental phase fluctuations. These result in a narrow spectrum of width < 1

kHz (estimated), the detail of which is not of interest since no filtering of this

narrowband noise will occur in practical systems.

In the case of mixing between incoherent signals from two sources the (single-sided)

spectrum is again found to be approximately Lorentzian with HWHMmean of the

individual linewidths centred at the beat frequency M(Fig. 3.2(b)):

SN (f) 2R2PdPXR r	 1 + 292PPVR [
	

AVrn	

]
[(f_f)2+v2j	 it	 L(f1)2m2

29 2 Pd PX R[	 ___ 1

	

forAf))L\v,	 (3.9)
[(f_Af)2+AV2]

E Vm = 1/2 ( Avd + zv ) is the mean linewidth
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Figure 3.2. Inteiferome fr/c noise power spectra: (a) a single CW source of

linewidlh = 10 MHz (PuN), (b) two CW sources of linewidlh =10 MHz with beat

frequency iif=200 MHz. Data power=lrnW, crosstalk level=-lOdB, responsivity of

diode =1A/W load resistance =5Of and polarisations are equal.

3.2.4 Signal-to-interferometric-noise-ratio (SINR)

The in-band interferometric noise power (electrical), N' may be found by integration

of the power spectral density over the bandwidth of the receiver, B. The maximum

PIIN noise power arises when the B >> Av

PN,max_JSN(f)df_J[_V ,ldf

=2 ¶fl2PdPXR
	

(3.10)

(Alternatively, RN(0,t) can be used to achieve the same result [3]).

The data signal generates a (electrical) power of 92 d2 R (B is chosen to transmit

almost all of the data power, maximising the signal to thermal noise ratio). Thus, the

minimum SINR is:
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91 2Pd 2 R -	 1	 =	 1	
(3.11)

	

SINRmin 
29PdPXR -	 2x crosstalk level (4)

The SJNR falls as the crosstalk increases. Calculating the rms. intensity noise using

Eqn. 3.1, the SINIRoptjcai 1/'I(2) giving a SINR 1I(2E) in agreement with the

above calculation. Note that a naive sum of intensities approach would take the

SlNRopticai =1/E, and SINR= 1I 2, thus greatly underestimating the noise present. In

contrast to the signal to thermal noise ratio (STNR), SINR is independent of the

optical power of the data signal.

The general expression for SINR (for PUN) determined over a bandwidth B is:

SINR = (3.12)
—i B2tan I—I

A v)

This is plotted in Fig. 3.3. Note:

If BAv	 SINIR1/	 (half of the noise is rejected)

If B>>Av	 SINR1/(2) (none of the noise is rejected)

If B<<Av	 SINIRz=I' "1 V
2B )/2

This illustrates a general feature of PuN, viz, significant noise filtering (and

performance improvement) occurs when the noise spectrum is broader than the

receiver bandwidth.

When there are two sources (of equal polarisation) integration of the above

expression Eqn. (3.9) for the SN(f) over an infinite bandwidth gives a SINR = 1/(2Ej,

equal to that value determined for a single source. If the receiver bandwidth is

restricted to B the SINR is given by (Fig. 3.4):

SINR=CJ_ 

r/[tani4f)	

_1(B-4f1
+tan 1\ Av	

(3.13)
2
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Figure 3.3. Plot of signal-to-i nteiferomelric-noise-ratio (SINR,) against source

linewidth for noise from a single CW source (receiver bandwidth B = 100 MHz and

the crosstalk is -10dB).
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Figure 3.4. Plot of signal-Io-inteiferometric-noise ratio ('SINR) for two CW sources

separated by zlffor laser linewidihs of 10 to 200 MHz. The receiver bandwidth B is

20 MHz, the crosstalk level is -10dB and the polarisations are equal.

As Af increases the noise spectrum moves further from baseband and the SINR

improves. This explains why, for instance, no interferometric noise is observed on

mixing single-mode lasers of mm wavelength separation. When f < B, the lasers
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with the greatest linewidths give the greatest S]INR as was noted in the earlier

discussion of a single source. At large if the order is reversed - lasers with the

smallest linewidths have the smallest overlap of the optical spectra of data and

crosstalk, and hence the greatest SINR (cf. Section 3.4).

3.3	 Properties of interferometric noise from ASK
externally modulated waveforms

Consider the mixing of data and crosstalk waveforms which are NRZ externally

amplitude modulated (ASK) by balanced (equal numbers of 'ones' and 'zeros') binary

functions ad(t) and a(t) respectively. d and P, are the respective mean powers (as

before) and it is assumed that the 'zeros' carry no light. This represents the optimum

modulation depth of the optical carrier since performance is shown to degrade

markedly when the 'zeros' contain light. Telecommunication lasers are typically

biased slightly above threshold to reduce the turn-on delay and to damp the turn-on

relaxation oscillation; the derived results remain applicable if the power in the 'ones' is

much greater (xlOO say) than that in the 'zeros' (cf. Section 3.5.7). The external

modulation, requiring an integrated-optical modulator, e.g. a lithium niobate Mach

Zehnder interferometer, is assumed to be chirp-free implying that the phase of the

optical electric field is given by the CW source phase noise as before.

E(t) =Ed(t)+EX(r)

ocp,, Jad( t ) 2pd expj(wdt+ ød(t))^PJaX(t)2I exp j(wt+ q5(t))	 (3.14)

Following square-law envelope detection:

I	 E(t)E(t)

= 2 Wi ( Pd cld (t) + Pa (1) + 2f Pd PT d ( t ) a (t) cos (( w d - co . )t + øa (t) - c5 ( t )))Pd .p (3.15)

data	 crosstalk	 interferometric noise

The key difference from the CW case is that the noise now depends upon the product

of ad(t)aX(t), implying that there is only noise when both data and crosstalk are high

('one' bits) - this occurs on average one in every four bits for balanced binary data and

crosstalk sequences whose bit boundaries are aligned.
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In the case of mixing between waveforms that originate from a single source and

suffer a differential delayt (PuN) the expression changes to

= 2fl (Pa(t) + .Pa(t - r) + 2.JPd PXa(t)cl(t - ) cos(w 0 r+ 95(t) - q$(t - v)))pd .pX (3.16)

3.3.1 Probability density function (pdf)

The pdf of the interferometric noise corrupting the data Iones bits that suffer crosstalk

bits that are also 'on&, takes the same bounded form in the coherent and incoherent

limits as the CW case (Section 3.3.1):

1
P(N) = ______________

irJl69PdP . 
2

x 1N

(3.17)

3.3.2 Autocorrelation of the interferometric noise

Previously the spectral density of the interferometric noise was determined for the

case of mixed CW waveforms using the statistics of the phase noise itself, under the

assumption of a Lorentzian linewidth. An analogous approach may be followed for

modulated waveforms derived from the same source [7] The time average of the

statistical ensemble noise photocurrent autocorrelation is:

RN ( t , r) = ( iN( t l, v) iN( t l +t,r)

16R 2 Pd P(.Ja(t I )a(t 1 - v)a(t 1 +l)a(t 1 +t - v)) . 	(3.18)

cos(w 0 T+ Ø(i) - q5(i - r)cos(w 0 r+ Ø(t 1 + t) - q5(t 1 + t -

where as before () and	 denote time and statistical averaging respectively.

3.3.3 Interferornetric noise power spectrum

The ensemble (statistical) average above is identical to that calculated in Section 3.1.1

viz, its Fourier Transform is Lorentzian in nature of width Av. The time average term

Rdd has a spectrum Sdd(f) of bandwidth B equal to the bandwidth of a(t) [7].

Consequently the power spectrum of the noise into resistance R is:

SN (f) = 169 2PPX R Sad (f) 0 Lorentzian (width = Av)	 (3.19)
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where ® denotes the convolution!.

Thus the noise spectral bandwidth is approximately B+Av and negligible filtering

occurs if v << B (as for a typical externally modulated DFB transmitter (isv —30

MHz, B— 1 GHz)). As an example, the convolution of a rectangular function of half-

width B, representing S dd(f), with a Lorentzian shape gives (Fig. 3.5):

SN(f) = l6Y 2 Pd PXR Sdd (f)®Lorentzian (width = Av)

Av	 li

	

=l692PdPXRG(f)®[2 
+Av2],r	

(3.20)

whereG(f)=1/(2B) -B^f^B

0	 else

8Wt2PdPXR 
tan''	 1(B-f1

B	 {	
(3.21)SN(f) =	 I

	0 1	 I	 I

	

0	 0.5	 1	 1.5	 2
frequency I B

Figure 3.5. Power spectrum of interferonietric noise arising from an externally

modulated single source for dWereni values of A v / B (using Eqn. (3.21)). Data

power=lm W, crosstalk level=-1 0dB, responsivily of diode = 1A/W load

resistance =50t and polarisations are equal.

1 the convolution is defined by - A (f) ® B(f) = JA (f1 )B(f - f1 )df
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The 3dB bandwidth of the noise is approximately B for small values of /.v / B, e.g. it

equals 1.12 B when /.v / B=O.5, but approximates to tv when iv exceeds B , e.g. it

equals 2.24 B when v / B=2.O.

3.3.4 Signal-to-interferometric-noise-ratio (SINR)

The SINR (from Eqn. (3.21)) is:

	

SINR=LL2,4tan(2B' \ 11v'	 v2 +4B2\l

2)	 /v)J	
(3.22)

It is clear from this dependency (Fig. 3.6) that the SINR improves rapidly once the

linewidth is more than a few times the receiver bandwidth. However, given an

externally modulated DFB source, no noise-filtering will exist.

180
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100
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1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Iinewidth / GHz

Figure 3.6. Plot of SJNJ? against source linewidth for noise due to an externally

modulated single source according to Eqn. (3.22). Data power=]niW, crosstalk

level=-1 0dB, responsh'ity of diode = JA/W load resistance =50(2
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In the coherent limit the interferometric noise spectrum will have bandwidth —B since

the phase fluctuation is narrowband. No noise will be filtered.

When the crosstalk and data derive from two sources the Lorentzian spectrum

(W dth=/Vm) centred at the beat frequency is convolved with the spectrum due to the

modulation (S dd(f)) to give the noise spectrum. This remains centred at the beat

frequency and, using the previous method, the half-spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.5. If

the beat frequency < B then the SINIR will vary in a similar fashion to Fig. 3.6;

otherwise the SINIR will fall as the linewidth is increased (cf. Fig. 3.4).

3.4 Properties of interferometric noise from ASK directly
modulated waveforms

In practise, unless dispersion is the performance limiting parameter in the optical link,

direct modulation of the laser is simpler and cheaper than external modulation.

Although the pdf of (unfiltered) interferometric noise is unchanged from Eqn. 3.17,

the noise power spectrum differs because direct modulation adds unwanted phase

modulation to the amplitude modulated waveform. The data is encoded onto the

optical medium by modulation of the free carrier density (via the injection current)

and this in turn modulates the refractive index of the lasing medium, and hence the

emission phase I frequency, according to the Kramers-Kroenig relation [8], referred

to as chirp [9,10].

Transient chirp ( often called simply chirp) at the rising and falling edges of pulses,

has a magnitude proportional to the rate of change of the modulation current (0.2 to

0.8 nm has been reported in the literature [9]), and a duration of approximately half of

the laser relaxation period - hence the label 'transient'. Adiabatic chirp [11] arising

because the equilibrated carrier density differs for 'ones' and 'zeros', being constant

over a bit interval, is typically far smaller. Measurements of these forms of chirp are

reported in Chapter 7.

A rigorous analysis of interferometric noise for directly modulated lasers is

impractical since the influence on the laser phase is not well understood.

Undoubtedly direct modulation leads to a reduction in the laser coherence time. One

description takes the coherence of the modulated source to be the same as that of a

CW source of linewidth equal to the modulated laser spectral width. The coherence
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time is the reciprocal of the modulated linewidth. Hence, the coherence time is

expected to fall as the modulation depth and transient chirp is increased.

An alternative approach considers the phase change during the transient chirp

frequency oscillations. The frequency evolution is thought to vary in some random

fashion from one bit to another so that the phase information is lost after every

transition. Certainly if the laser is switched off there is no light to transfer the phase

information from one 'one' bit to another. This implies a coherence time equal to the

bit period, and therefore a noise spectrum 2B, independent of the modulation depth

or linewidth measurement. Experiment should support one explanation or the other.

A novel approach has been proposed by Nazarathy [12] which makes no assumptions

on the phase noise or the laser lineshape but is only applicable to mutually incoherent

signals. This method is valid for the mixing of signals from 1) two different sources

or 2) from a single source in the incoherent limit. The expressions for the power

spectrum of the interferometric noise are summarised in Table 3.1.

______________ ______________ power spectrum of the interferometric noise

PuN	 CW waveforms	 autocorrelation of laser lineshape (the

incoherent limit 	 lineshape is the power spectrum of the

_______________ complex E field down-shifted to baseband)

NRZ modulated self-convolution of the power spectra of the

________________ ________________ real E field

two lasers

	

	 CW waveforms convolution of the power spectra of the real

______________ Efields

NRZ modulated convolution of the power spectra of the real

________________ ________________ E fields2

Table 3.]. Nature of the power spectrum of the inleiferometric noise according to

Nazarathy [12].

These results predict the following:

2Assuming that the time integral of the product of the autocorrelations of the two E fields is

separable [12].
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• for PuN with CW waveforms of Lorentzian spectra of FWHM =v the noise

spectrum is also Lorentzian with HWHM ofv (as in Eqn. 3.8).

• for PuN with NRZ modulated optical spectra of FWFIM=Y the noise spectrum

has HWFIM of

Y taking the optical spectrum to be Lorentzian in shape

(1/J2) Y, taking the optical spectrum to be Gaussian in shape.

• for two CW sources of Lorentzian lineshapes of width AVd and Av , the

Lorentzian noise spectrum is centred at the beat frequency and has a HWHM=V2 (

LVd + v ) (as in Eqn. 3.9).

. for two modulated sources with optical spectra of FWHM =Yd and Y, the noise

spectrum is centred at the beat frequency and has a HWHM of
1/2 (d +	 taking the optical spectrum to be Lorentzian in shape

Y2 J(Y2d + Y2 ) taking the optical spectrum to be Gaussian in shape.

The latter leads to an important conclusion: since chirp broadens the optical spectrum

of the directly modulated laser, it also broadens the interferometric noise spectrum

implying better performance compared to external modulation [13,14]. If the spectral

width of the laser is equal to the transient chirp, typically several 10's of GHz, no

degradation owing to interferometric noise would ever be expected, in contradiction

to many observations [3,11,12]. Instead the spectral width must be rather smaller

than the chirp: little power is carried during the short-lived transient oscillations. In

experiment (Chapter 7) pattern dependent noise filtering has been observed for direct

modulation and has been successfully explained by intra-bit frequency changes (that

are not transient or adiabatic chirp). Bits of the pattern which show the most noise

still show less than theory predicts, thought to be due to noise spectral broadening

due to transient chirp.

3.5 Estimation of BER, power penalty and error floor

3.5.1 Preliminaries

The objective of this section is to accurately estimate the system performance

degradation due to interferometric noise from the single interferer in the absence of

noise filtering. The results are therefore applicable to externally modulated and low-

chirp directly modulated sources. Performance is measured by the bit-error-rate

(BER), the optical power penalty (relative to a system free of crosstalk), and the
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position of the error floor. Estimation of the BER permits calcu1ation of the other

two parameters.

The BER is determined by integration of the probability density function (pdf) of the

photocurrent of the transmitted bits between the limits of the decision threshold and ±

, for 'zeros' and 'ones', respectively. The pdfofthe interferometric noise is assumed

to be either the theoretical bounded form determined in Section 3.2, or to be

Gaussian. The latter is only applicable to the single interferer problem when the

interferometric noise is strongly filtered at the receiver. However, the treatment

offers an introduction to the later description of multiple interferers and serves to

illustrate the importance of noise statistics in BER calculation. The Gaussian pdf of

the thermal receiver noise is convolved with that of the interferometric noise to give

the pdfofthe net photocurrent noise.

The following assumptions (for nomenclature see Table 3.3) are made:

bit alignment - the message and crosstalk waveforms shall be taken to be perfectly

bit-aligned, i.e. their bit boundaries are matched, although their sequences will differ

in general.

pulse shape - the optical pulses shall be assumed to be perfectly rectangular.

bit classification - the bit-alignment assumption above leads to a consideration of

four different types of bits present in the message signal (Table 3.2, Fig. 3.7).

optical contrast ratio - the laser diode is taken to be biased precisely at threshold so

that the 'zeros' have zero intensity (the general case is addressed in Section 3.5.7).

These assumptions reduce the complexity of the BER calculation. If the pulse shape

is indeed rectangular, the method below accurately predicts the performance in the

absense of bit alignment - the crosstalk power at the decision point takes the same

values with the same probability as in the bit-aligned case. However, if the pulse

shape is non-rectangular the noise variance at the decision point is maximised under

bit-alignment (peak of data bit aligns with peak of crosstalk bit) - the analysis below

therefore represents the worst-case in this respect.
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1 /ao2

O^D^ 1

symbol	 data	 crosstalk	 result

a	 'one'	 'one'	 interferometric noise

k	 'one'	 'zero'	 no corruption, perfect 'one' bit

c	 'zero'	 'one'	 crosstalk 'one' bit, no interferometric noise

4	 'zero'	 'zero'	 zero photocurrent

Table 3.2. The bit classification.

All photocurrents are normalised (without loss of generality) to that induced by a

(crosstalk-free) 'one' bit:

Data signal

data 'one' (no crosstalk)
	

i= 1

data 'zero' (no crosstalk)
	

i=O

Crosstalk signal

crosstalk 'one' (no data)
	

i=

crosstalk 'zero' (no data)
	

i=O

Noise

thermal noise variance( j2)	 o2

thermal noise variance+

interferometric noise variance on a bits

signal to thermal noise ratio (STNR)

Receiver

decision threshold, D

optical power penalty=

e,jc(x) = 1—eif(x) = 1_22r_05fe_12di	 (3.23)

Table 3.3. Nomenclature for BER calculation given a single interferer
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Figure 3. 7. The bit classification'

The error probabilities for each of the four cases must be determined and they are

likely to be very different in magnitude, the greatest being for , and bits.

probability density function - the pdf of the interferometric noise may take one of

two forms:

1
i) p(i) =	 (3.24) (cf. Eqn. 3.17)

,rI4 -

this is applicable in the coherent and incoherent limits with no noise filtering;

ii) p(,)e	 (3.25)

a zero mean Gaussian with c 2 2. This pdf greatly simplifies the

1 the intensity noise on bit a is representative of that which would be seen on an oscilloscope given a

repeating bit sequence. If individual bits could be examined the intensity would be approximately

constant over the bit duration but would differ from one a bit to the next - the bandwidth of this

intensity noise is oniy approximately B + v. not 20 B as the figure may suggest.
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(3.26)

mathematics (because the convolution with the Gaussian thermal noise

remains Gaussian of a2=o2+2 ) but overestimates the error count unless the

averaging effects discussed in Section 3.2.1 are present.

decision level setting - this may be chosen according to

i) given a balanced binary sequence, zero crosstalk and photodiode

detection, D is set half way between 'zero' and 'one' levels, at 0.5, to

minimise the BER (shot noise is neglected). 	 If this setting is

maintained in the presence of crosstalk then the error probability of

bits is dominant. This approximates to an AC-coupled receiver whose

threshold would wander slightly about a mean photocurrent of zero, or

O.5(1+) in the above.

or

ii) D is optimised to minimise the overall BER - the approach employed

in the experiments.

photodetector - a PIN photodiode with negligible shot noise was assumed.

thermal noise - this has a Gaussian pdf:

3.5.2 BER calculation employing bounded pdf

In this calculation the pdf of the photocurrent noise on the bits is determined by

convolving the bound interferometric noise pdf Eqn. 3.24 with the Gaussian pdf of

the thermal noise (the two noise sources are independent [1]), extending previous

work [15]. Assuming a random balanced bit sequence, the BER may be written as a

(equally) weighted sum of the error probabilities of the bits in the classification:

BER 1/4(Pea	+Pç	 ed)
	

(3.27)
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D

1 ea = fPnetQ)th
-D

=1— J p h (1) ® p(i)di

= 1Fa (D)	 (3.28)

0

1 +

0

bit class

Pnet(i) = thermal noise pdf® interferometric noise pdf

I	 ..-'	 = Pti() ® p(i- 1 -)

i=1+-D

= _.L	
SP(/1)Pth(' —i1 )di1 di

i=1+-D i=2	
1	 1	 ex[1--'Ltii di (3.29)

= i 2
.2	 /	 2 2a0 )

Substituting s=(i-i1)/(20) and performing the i integral first -

Fa(D)=	
a0	 1	

j 
exp(—s2)dsdi1

-	 2,t3o.o2 2	
f4_j12	 -

2{f[
(3.30)

substituting t i/2f

Fa(D)	
'ficT0 

I J+1}dt	 (3.31)
1	 1{ eri[1+_)_2t
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thermal noise pdf Pth(j1)

'eb = fPth (i - 1)di

-i-f
1-Fb(D)	 (3.33)

0

1

D

substituting t=sinO

1	 1	 (1+–D-2.Jsine
Fa (D)	 eiji	 J+i}cosodo

1–sin 2	J2o

	

,r/2	 1 1+–D-2.Jsin9'\
1 JerfI

	—/2	 J+l 
dO

2'r

'r/2	 t'1+–D-2/sinO
=1/2+

1'•	 __________

	

2	 a0	
dO	 (3.32)— I erJ

This expression can be evaluated numerically

bit class b

1-D	 I	 .2"1	
expl	

' 
2 ldi	 (3.34)Fb

 (D) = ! /2	 2	 2cr0 )

substituting s i I (vo0)
(1-D)/('Icr0)

Fb(D)=	 J	
_rexp(_s2)ds

= 1/2+1/2erf[_'J	 (3.35)

'eb = 1/2erfcLi1_ J	
(3.36)
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thermal noise pdf p(i-)

Pec =fpthQ—)th	 (3.37)

D

ec = l/2erfJ-----	 (3.38)

0

1

D

thermal noise pdf p(i)

ed =	
(3.39)

D

1D
1ed = 1/2eij'cI -	 (3.40)0

1

D

bit class c

bit class i

Thus

BER = %{1_Fa (D)+1/2erfc
(_1-D

 +l/2eJ	 ii2rr[DJ} (3.41)
LIcro)

The expression Eqn. (3.36) was evaluated by a FORTRAN program - the integral

within Fa(D) was determined numerically using a NAG routine. The program output

was carefully checked against known results (e.g. the 'back-to-back' curve, =0, was

compared against 1/2erfc(1I(2a0'V2)) and the predictions of Tur [15]. The calculated

BER is plotted against the STNR (1/c 02) in Fig. 3,8. The STNR was chosen instead
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of the received optical power, as would be employed in an experimental BER

characterisation, for several reasons. The plot is independent of the sensitivity of the

receiver (this equals the required optical power to give a BER=10 9 when there is no

crosstalk). In a BER characterisation, the thermal noise variance is fixed so that the

STNR is proportional to the data optical power squared - the theoretical curve is

therefore very similar to the experimental plot but differs because the contribution to

the mean optical power from the crosstalk is not included. The additional optical

power required to recover a BER=10 9 when crosstalk is present is simply the

horizontal separation of the zero crosstalk ('back-to-back') and non-zero crosstalk

theoretical curves measured at BER= 10; this is the power penalty of interest. In

contrast, measurements taken from the experimental curves must be corrected for

contribution of the crosstalk to the received power.

The BER curves (Fig. 3.8) show a pronounced improvement in performance when D

is optimised. No error floors are apparent. The imbalance between the noise

corrupting the and c bits (which dominate the BER expression) leads to an optimum

threshold of less than 0.5.

3.5.3 BER calculation employing a Gaussian interferometric noise pdf

The BER is given by:

BER 1/4(Pea 1 eb	 ec +Ped)

+erfcl	 l+erf ___	 (D

{erfc	

1l—D	 D	 ____+erfcl	 (3.42)
)	 a)	 { a)	 o )J

a12 a2

The curvature of the BER lines (Fig. 3.9) may be understood by considering the

contribution of the crosstalk induced interferometric noise relative to the (fixed)

thermal noise as the data power is varied. At low signal levels, low STNR, high BER,

the interferometric noise is also low (the S1INIR1/(2) is fixed) and the thermal noise

is dominant - the BER curve is similar to the back-to-back (zero crosstalk) line.

However, as the signal power is increased the thermal noise remains unchanged whilst

the interferometric noise grows and dominates; since the SINR is independent of the

signal level the curve becomes increasingly flat as it approaches the error floor. Again

error performance is better when the threshold is optimised.
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Figure 3.8. BER curves for a single interferer calculated assuming bounded

interferometric noise: (a) D optimised, (b) D = 0.5.
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interferometric noise: (a) D optiniised, (b) D=O.5.
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The differences between the behaviour shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 may be better

understood by examining Fig. 3.10 where the net pdf of the , bits is plotted for a

crosstalk level of -16 dB for several values of STNR. The curves were calculated by

convolving the interferometric noise, taken to be (a) bounded, and (b) Gaussian, with

Gaussian thermal noise. The bounded noise gives a smaller power penalty because

the pdf is more tightly bound to the mean value. Increasing the signal-to-thermal

noise-ratio (STNR) draws in the 'skirt' of the pdf and reduces the BER; for Gaussian

interferometric noise this occurs most rapidly at small STNR whilst little improvement

is attained at large STNR, in agreement with Fig. 3.9. However, for bounded noise

the skirt draws in more slowly, but the BER continues to fall without limit. No error

floor will exist provided that the threshold falls outside the limits of the bounded pdf

3.5.4 BER for incoherent noise-free crosstalk

The BER performance of a data signal corrupted by crosstalk that generates no in-

band interferometric noise (i.e. incoherent noise-free crosstalk, cf. Section 2.22), may

be determined from Eqn. 3.42 by setting the interferometric noise variance to zero:

1+—D '	____	 (D—	 D
l-i-erfcl	 +eij'ci	 +erBER = %{erfc[	

)	 o)	 ao J	 [a J 
(3.43)

The optimum value of D equalises the error probabilities of k and ç bits since they

dominate the BER. Thus D=(1+)/2. Substituting into Eqn. 3.43 gives:

BER =	
J

'+	 +eyjJ_ 	
J}

(3.44)

If D=0.5 then substitution into Eqn. 3.43 gives:

_____	 (0.5	 _____	 0.5
+etjcl	 I+erfcl	 I+erfcl	 (3.45)BER =	

o)	 a)	 ii

The BER is plotted against STNR for different values of crosstalk in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11. BER curves for a single inteiferer calculated for incoherent noise-free

crosstalk: (a) D optirnised, (b) D=O. 5.
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In the absence of interferometric noise the data transmission is tolerant to very large

amounts of crosstalk. If optimum thresholding is employed, no error flooring will

occur since D can always be placed between l, and 1 (provided <1). If D is fixed at

0.5, error flooring will be present for >0.5 (-3 dB). The eye-closure method [AP=-

10 log(1-) (3.46) [16]) gives very similar results to the D optimised calculation Eqn.

3.44.

3.5.5 Optical power penalties

The optical power penalty represents the increase in optical power required to recover

the same error rate that would exist in the absence of crosstalk (cf. Section 3.5.2).

The dependence of the optical power penalty at BER10 9 on the crosstalk level is

depicted in Fig. 3.12. All interferometric noise curves demonstrate an asymptote

where the power penalty goes rapidly to infinity, corresponding to the existence of an

error floor at BER= iO. If the crosstalk is increased beyond the asymptotic value,

the data may still be recovered but with a BER exceeding iO. The models

employing the Gaussian approximation predict a greater penalty than the bounded

approach. Surprisingly the apparently simplistic eye-closure method (AP= -10 log(1-2

iE) (3.47) [16,17]) closely follows the calculation assuming a bounded pdf and

optimised threshold. In contrast, the curves for incoherent noise-free crosstalk

demonstrate little performance degradation.

3.5.6. Error floors

Error floors are characterised by a minimum value of the BER which cannot be

improved upon no matter how great the optical power incident upon the detector. In

the single interferer scenario, as the incident optical power is increased the

interferometric noise also increases (their ratio is invariant, cf. Section 2.6) whilst the

thermal noise is unchanged - the BER falls. Eventually thermal noise may be

neglected - if the BER is non-zero an error floor exists.
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Figure 3.12. Theoretical dependence of optical power penally (at BER =io) owing

to a single interferer on crosstalk level (J.

i) Bounded interferometric noise

In the coherent and incoherent limits the intensity noise is bound to a ± 2i variation

about the signal power of 1+ . Under the limiting condition of no thermal noise the

error probability of k, c and 4 bits is zero. Thus considering bits alone:

BER = 0.25 5 p(i -1- )di

2

= 0.25 5p(i)di
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D
0

2J

substituting i = 2\[ sin 0
,r/2

BER=
sin((1+—D)/2)	

2	 cos9d9
cos0

- ir/2-sin((1+ —D)/21J)
(3.48)

4'.
Considering the two decision level approaches -

a) D set to minimise the BER (optimised)

The setting of D is governed by minimising the error

probability for bits (whilst avoiding errors on ç bits).

1 + - 2 \[ >

is required to prevent error flooring. Error flooring will

occur when

i.e.	 > 1/4	 (-6dB)	 (3.49)

For >-6 dB the BER is minimised by setting D. Substitution into Eqn. 3.48 gives

,'./ 2- sin' (1/(2j))
errorfloor = __________________

4,'.

This is plotted in Fig. 3.13(a).

b) D=0.5

(3.50)
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2J

D

0

2f

'+

D

0

The error probability of bits dominates for D0.5. If

2'JE - <0.5

the noise fluctuation (in the absence of thermal noise) does

not cross D and no error flooring occurs.

If	 2IF.,-F. >0.5 , i.e.

>	
(-10.6 dB)	 (3.51)

then error flooring will occur. Substituting D rn0.5 into

Eqn. 3.48 gives (Fig. 3.13(b)):

,r/ 2- sin_ i ((0.5 +
errorfloor = _______________________

4ir
(3.52)

In conclusion, an error floor only exists at high crosstalk when the BER rises rapidly.

ii) Gaussian intensity noise

If the intensity noise is assumed to be Gaussian, there will always be an error floor

because the pdf is unbounded. Under the limiting condition of no thermal noise the

error probability of k, and d bits is zero. Thus considering a bits alone -

BER= 1/4 [1/2erfc((1+-D)/J(2)o)]
	

(3.53)

where c is the standard deviation of the intensity noise,

= 'J(2)

Considering the two decision level approaches, the BER is minimised by setting D

giving (Fig. 3. 14(a)):

error floor = 1/8 erfc(1/'i(2))]
	

(3.54)

For D=0.5 (Fig. 3.14(b)):

error floor = 1/8 ec((0.5+)I(2'J,)]
	

(3.55)
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3.5.7 Performance with finite modulation depth

If the directly modulated laser is biased above threshold or the external modulator has

a poor extinction ratio between on and off states, then the 'zero' bits will carry optical

power. In the absence of crosstalk, this results in an increase in BER compared to the

ideal case considered previously, given the same mean power - the eye opening is

smaller. If crosstalk is present then interferometric noise will be generated on all four

bits of the classification and the performance is degraded further. Therefore

performance degrades markedly as a greater share of the mean power is carried by the

'zeros'.

The nomenclature is modified as follows: the normalised current owing to a data 'one'

remains equal to 1, but that owing to a 'zero' now equals a; the crosstalk signal has

the same modulation depth as the data but its mean power is smaller by the crosstalk

level . The power penalty due to the addition of the crosstalk and the (bounded)

interferometric noise thus generated for D optimised is estimated by the eye-closure

method [16]:

	

= _10lo[1_ 
2[(i±1))	

(3.56)

This dependency is depicted in Fig. 3. 15. The penalty increases with an increase in a;

the crosstalk value at the asymptote is 10.7 dB greater for a0.5 than for a=0. The

position of the asymptote is given by:

	

crosstalk at asymptote (dB) = (	
1- a	

(3.57)

If the receiver is AC-coupled, the decision threshold D is set to (1+a)/2 . The larger

a becomes, the smaller the separation of the means of the noise on and bits from

D, and therefore the greater the penalty. In fact, as before, the error probability of the

bits dominates the BER even if a is large. The ratio of the interferometric noise

standard deviation on the bits to the bits is equal to 1/"ia. Given a large value of

a, 0.5, the error contribution of the ç bits is approximately that given by the bit

expression but with a crosstalk level reduction of 3 dB. Looking at Fig. 3.8(b) it is
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clear that the bits dominate unless the crosstalk is small (<-20 dB). The penalty may

be quantified using Eqn. 3.32 but here it will be sufficient to conclude that the penalty

will exceed that for D optimised, which increases rapidly with a, and it is very

important to maximise the modulation depth.

10

9

8

7

a
3

2

0 1	 I	 I

-30	 -25	 -20	 -15	 -10	 -5	 0
crossta'k eeI / dB

Figure 3.15. Power penally versus crosstalk level owing to bounded interferometric

noise from a single interferer by the eye-closure method. D is optimised and alpha is

the ratio of optical power in the 'zero' to that in the 'one

3.6 Partial coherence

Interferometric noise may be described as partially coherent when the data and

crosstalk arise from the same source with a differential delay that lies between the

extremes of the coherent and incoherent limits. The pdf depends upon o 0t, being

asymmetric (Fig. 3.16) except when the data and crosstalk are in quadrature [2]. This

greatly assists identification, but implies a performance dependency on the exact value

ofw0t.
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Two factors imply that the partially coherent interferometric noise may be smaller and

therefore less problematic than incoherent beat noise:

• the phase noise change is smaller giving a smaller photocurrent variation and a

smaller noise power spectral density (in the absence of environmental fluctuation).

• the interferometric noise spectral width is approximately= 1/ t, which is greater than

that for incoherent beat noise (=linewidth L\v). As 'r increases, the cut-off draws in

until Av is reached (CW case [10]).

frequency of occurrence

Figure 3.16. Measured noise histogram (probability density function) of partially

coherent crosstalk.

3.8 Conclusions

This chapter has derived a number of key characteristics of interferometric noise

owing to a single interferer. These are summarised in Table 3.4 for incoherent beat

noise crosstalk. The modulation method will influence the system performance; the

spectral broadening under direct modulation implies less in-band noise than for

external modulation for PuN, but more when there are two sources. In the latter case

the degradation may be reduced by increasing the frequency separation of the sources.

Coherent crosstalk, given sufficient environmental phase fluctuation, has the same pdf

as for incoherent beat noise crosstalk. The narrow spectrum implies no noise filtering.
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The link performance in the presence of interferometric noise of (a) bounded and (b)

Gaussian pdf is summarised in Table 3.5. Calculations with the Gaussian pdf

overestimate the BER; results are only applicable (with suitable scaling of the

crosstalk) to noise that has been strongly filtered. When the modulation depth is non-

infinite, i.e. when the 'zeros' carry optical power, all bits in the classification display

some interferometric noise and performance degrades markedly: even a seemingly

innocuous a=0. 1 moves the asymptote by 3dB. It is therefore crucial to bias the laser

at threshold (or below) if directly modulating, although other performance aspects

such as dispersion may suffer, or to employ a high extinction external modulator.

Systems are far more tolerant to incoherent noise-free crosstalk than to coherent or

incoherent beat noise crosstalk.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical modelling: multiple interferers

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter properties of interferometric noise were derived for the special

case of a single interferer. In practical optical networks, as discussed in Chapter 2,

the data will be corrupted by a number of crosstalk terms, and it is likely that more

than one of these will give rise to in-band interferometric noise. The objective of this

chapter is to analyse this general situation without reference to specific network

configurations.

An expression is derived for the photocurrent when N crosstalk terms are present:

there are N primary beat terms arising between each crosstalk term and the data

signal, and N(N-1)/2 secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beating terms. It shall be shown in

Chapter 6 that secondary terms may be often neglected. The aggregation of the many

noise components is intractable unless conditions of mutual statistical independence

are satisfied, giving a net interferometric noise variance proportional to the sum of the

crosstalk power (neglecting secondary beat terms). Additionally, the noise pdf may

also be calculated by convolving the (Nb) pdfs of the in-band beating terms.

If N is large, the convolution approach is impractical but the Central Limit Theorem

may then be invoked (subject to certain conditions) giving a (net) Gaussian pdf that

facilitates BER computation. It is shown that the total crosstalk level of the Nb noise-

generating terms must not exceed -25 dB. It is assumed throughout the chapter that

all polarisations are aligned (worst-case) and that interferometric noise between

signals of the same optical frequency is unattenuated by the receiver filter (worst-

case).
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4.2	 General formulation of optical mixing at the
photodetector

In the following analysis it is assumed that all signals are of the ASK (NRZ) format,

have the same polarisation, and are generated by chirp-free external modulation. The

nomenclature of Chapter 2 & Chapter 3 is generalised as follows:

the data signal

optical frequency==o

phase noise=d(t)

instantaneous optical power =E(t)
coherence timet

the N crosstalk terms

optical frequencyci

phase noise4(t)

network transit delay relative to that of the data ;

instantaneous optical power i1(t)

coherence timet1

where i 1.. .N.

The instantaneous optical power is introduced to permit signals whose 'zeros' contain

light. If a laser is (completely) switched off by the modulator the instantaneous power

varies from zero ('zero' bit) to twice the mean power level ('one' bit).

The total optical electric field is

____	 N ____

E(t)	 Jd (t) exp j(wd / + q5,., (1)) +	 (t) exp j(w1 (t - r,) + 0 . ( t - z,)) (4.1)

data signal
	

N crosstalk terms

The photocurrent on detection (responsivity=9) is
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j/sj =d(t)+1(t)+

data	 crosstalk

- Wd) t -	 +	 - )-

N primary data - crosstalk beating terms

I NN-1 ____	 1
2	 ./Po)P(1) cos((w - a. 1 )t - w,r1 + wr +	 -	 - ø(t -	 (4.2)

j=i+1 i1	 J
N (N - 1) /2 secondary crosstalk - crosstalk beating terms

Note that the secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beat terms are smaller by 0 (IF,) than the

primary beating terms (F, is the crosstalk level). If all crosstalk terms are of level F,

and all beating terms are in-band, the ratio of the variances of primary and secondary

beat noise is 2/(NF,). Since, as will be shown below (Section 4.6), considering the

primary terms alone, NF, < 3x10 3 for satisfactory performance, the secondary terms

may be neglected in this case. However, secondary terms may be significant if there is

greater RF filtering of the primary terms than the secondary. For example, if all the

crosstalk terms arise from a single source at a different wavelength from that of the

data, all primary terms, but no the secondary terms, will be RF rejected.

4.3 Conditions for statistical independence of beating
terms

4.3.1 Identification of beating terms according to the crosstalk classification

It is assumed that all beating terms are examples of incoherent noise-free crosstalk,

incoherent beat-noise crosstalk or coherent crosstalk according to the crosstalk

classification (Section 2.2.2). The receiver bandwidth is B.

Incoherent noise-free crosstalk

Primary beating terms satisf'ing

ko _WdI>2Z8
	

(4.3)
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and secondary beat terms satisfy'ing

	

&i -0)II>27rB

	
(4.4)

constitute incoherent noise-free crosstalk and add no noise to the data.

Incoherent beat noise crosstalk

Primary beating terms represent incoherent beat noise crosstalk if:

	

-0)dI<221B	 (4.5)

Additionally, if c = (Dd and çi (1) = cbd (1) (data and crosstalk from same source)

then z ))z (incoherent limit).

The former condition implies very closely wavelength matched sources (at the

wave'ength of 1.55tm two lasers of 1 GHz beat frequency are separated by

approximately 0.02 nm).

Secondary beat terms constitute incoherent beat noise crosstalk if:

	

- 0) 1 1< 2,rB
	

(4.6)

Additionally, if w =	 and çt', (t) = q (t) (both crosstalk terms from the same source

then 
r1 - rA))r, 

(incoherent limit).

Coherent crosstalk

All remaining terms constitute coherent crosstalk.

4.3.2 Statistical independence

Statistical independence of two noise components, a and b, requires that the joint

probability density function separates into a product of individual marginal pdfs [1,2];

the probability of b having a certain value is independent of the value of a at that

moment of time. For example, consider a data term and two crosstalk terms, all

derived from the same laser. If the relative delays (t1) are all (nominally) zero, the
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two primary beat terms will generate coherent crosstalk, and environmental drift over

a path common to both data-crosstalk phase differences will change both primary

noise currents similarly; the noise terms are not independent. However, if there is

environmental drift in a path traversed by one crosstalk term but not the other, the

former primary noise term will vary whilst the other is static - this is independence.

Incoherent beat noise terms cannot be statistically dependent on coherent crosstalk

terms but two incoherent crosstalk terms, comprising waveform a beating with

waveform b, and waveform c beating with waveform b, will be dependent if the

phases of a and c are correlated to some degree. This implies that a and c arise from

the same laser and the difference in their transit times is not much greater than the

coherence time of that laser:

øa (t) Ø(t), and ka - VcI is not ))rca	 (4.7)

For example, if there is a data term corrupted by two crosstalk terms from the same

laser which have both suffered the same delay through the network, the two primary

beat terms are incoherent beat noise crosstalk but are not independent of each other.

Independence of coherent crosstalk terms, as hinted to above, is more complex. Two

limiting scenarios may be identified:

a) If the coherent crosstalk is shed and then added to the data on its route across a

large integrated-optical space switch, the intra-substrate crosspoint interconnects are

necessarily short, and the temperature differences across the substrate will be small

(particularly if mounted in a temperature controlled package). Consequently, optical

path length fluctuations will be small, << 2it. Coherent crosstalk terms which arise

from different paths within the substrate will have a constant time invariant phase

relationship and statistically dependent data-crosstalk beat terms.

The optical path lengths will not be matched to an accuracy greater than the optical

wavelength (- 0.75 tm in lithium niobate) and the relative phases are therefore

random. Consequently, it is impossible to predict the precise sum of the coherent

crosstalk components, since their relative phases are unknown, but the statistics of the

distribution can be calculated.

Since the phases are random, when there are many terms, the Central Limit Theorem

(cf. Section 4.5) may be invoked giving a Gaussian pdf with:
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mean current = 9(dt)+	 P1(:))
	

(4.8)

coherent crosstalk

and photocurrent variance,

22( 
2P d P	 +
	

2P1PJ	
(4.9)

pnrnaty beating terms	 secondary beating terms

To obtain an estimate of the expected BER, this photocurrent will be treated as a

noise source, and may be too high or too low depending upon the true values of the

relative phases. The estimate will improve if the crosstalk conditions change over the

bit sequence which is being tested (for example, in an optical TDM crossconnect (cf.

Section 2.3.8); if the switch fabric assignment changes frequently over the duration of

a channel being assessed or if several TDM channels are assessed by one receiver

(implying electronic demultiplexing)).

b) In contrast, if the coherent crosstalk terms transit different optical fibre paths then

path length (and hence phase) fluctuations will arise. If these are uncorrelated and

persistent the beating terms may be taken to be independent.

4.3.3 Interferometric noise variance for independent beating terms

The variance of the sum of many independent noise variables is equal to the sum of

the variances of each individual noise term [2]. Thus the variance of the photocurrent

noise is given by (cf. Eqn. 3.10):

u2 n 2 ( 2P d P I +	 2P1PJ	
(4.10)

in - band pamary beating terms in - band secondary beating terms

and the signal-to-interferometric-noise-ratio (SINR) is

SINR=P d 2 /( 	 2PdP +	 2PP)

	

in -band primary beating terms 	 in .biu,d secondary beating terms
(4.11)
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4.4	 BER calculation for independent terms by the
convolution method

The probability density function of the net interferometric noise may be determined by

convolving the individual pdfs of every contributing beating term, all beating terms

being independent [2]. The individual pdfs take the bounded form of Eqn. 3.3 (Fig.

3.1). The error probability may then be calculated by integration of the total

photocurrent noise pdf this itself being the convolution of the net interferometric

noise pdf and the Gaussian thermal noise pdf between the decision threshold and + or

- infinity, for 'zeros' and 'ones', respectively.

The convolution of the individual bounded pdfs was performed using a piece-wise

representation of the bounded function

p(i)=1/(it\I(4,_i2))	 (4. 12)

defined at 800 points' between the extremes of ± 2 , where the pre-factor f is

chosen to be slightly smaller than one to avoid calculation at the asymptotes. The

aggregate pdf develops towards a Gaussian-like shape as more crosstalk terms are

added. This is illustrated for f=0.999 in Fig. 4.1.

The shape of the calculated net interferometric noise pdf for five equal crosstalk terms

giving a total crosstalk level of-25 dB was found to depend critically on the value of

the pre-factor, f. When (1-f) is relatively large, i0 (f=0.999), the net pdf is

Gaussian-like, Fig 4.2(d) (as in Fig. 4.1) but for smaller values of(1-f), the net pdf has

several sharp peaks, Fig. 4.2(e), Fig. 4.2(f). The number of peaks may be easily

shown to equal the number of crosstalk terms plus one. On the addition of Gaussian

thermal noise the peaky nature is lost, Fig. 4.2(h), Fig. 4.2(k), Fig. 4.2(1), unless the

thermal noise magnitude is small (the STNR is large, Fig. 4.2(i)).

1 the calculated value of the BER increased with the mimber of definition points until no change was

noted for more than 800 points.
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Figure 4.1. Probability density function calculated by convolution of equal crosstalk

terms. The pre-factor f= 0.999, the five ternis constitute a total crosstalk level of -

25dB, and the STNR=30 dB.

Calculation of the BER of a data bit corrupted by one and five (equal) 'high' crosstalk

terms with pre-factor fO.99999999999 permitted the estimation of the signal-to-

thermal-noise-ratio required for an error probability of iO (Fig. 4.3). The

performance assuming a Gaussian distributed net interferometric noise of the same

variance is also drawn (Central Limit Theorem). The pdf of a single interferer is more

tightly bound than a Gaussian of the same variance and thus offers much superior

performance. When there are five interferers the pdf is more spread, although rather

peaky, cf. Fig 4.2(f), giving similar performance to the Gaussian except for large

values of crosstalk when there is no error floor - the convolution of multiple bounded

pdfs is itself bounded.
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Figure 4.2. Calculated pdfs for dffc'rent values of pre-fcrctor, f Rows from the iop

represent a single term ('a-c,), five bounded terrns(d-j), five bounded terms with

thermal noise, STNR=3OdB (g-i), and five bounded terms with thermal noise,

STNR=22 dB i-I).
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Figure 4.3. Convolution method calculated performance of data bit corrupted by

different numbers of 'high' crosstalk terms, frO.99999999999.

When 10 and 20 crosstalk terms are considered, again with f=0.99999999999, the

performance, and the agreement with the Gaussian plot, deteriorate (Fig. 4.3). This is

attributed to the aphysical peaky nature of the convolved pdf. The Central Limit

Theorem does not accurately describe the convolution of the ideal bounded pdf,

except, perhaps, for an infinite number of terms when the infinite number of peaks join

to form a continuum. However, in a real system with a finite bandwidth receiver,

some filtering of the noise must take place giving a pdf due to a single term that is

finite at ± 2 f'I. Experimental measurements in Chapter 5 support this. The pre-

factor f=0.999 gives a single interferer pdf of credible proportions and a Gaussian-like

net pdf, Fig. 4.2(d); STNR calculations for this value are depicted in Fig. 4.4.

The Gaussian approximation now agrees well with the convolution method for small

(<1.5 dB) values of STNR difference from the back-to-back case given 5 or more

'high' crosstalk terms. Agreement improves as the number of crosstalk terms is

increased, as expected from the Central Limit Theorem. In network analysis, it is

valid to
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Figure 4.4. Convolution method calculated performance of data bit corrupted by

d?fferent numbers of'high' crosstalk terms, f=O.999.

employ the Gaussian approximation when 5 or more crosstalk terms are typically

'high', i.e. when 10 or more crosstalk terms are present; the Gaussian prediction

overestimates the true power penalty - small penalties of < 2dB may be recovered by

increasing the transmitter power level (assuming crosstalk levels increase by the same

amount) but network operation is unlikely to be reliable for higher values since small

crosstalk changes may induce catastrophic failure at the asymptote (error floor for

BER> 10-9).

If f<0.999 then the net pdf will develop more rapidly to the Gaussian form as more

terms are added. Increasing the RF filtering of the baseband noise improves the

agreement of the Gaussian approximation to the form of the net noise pdf(and thus to

the shape of the BER characteristic) but the penalty will be overestimated if

significant noise power is lost.
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4.5 BER calculation for independent terms by the Central
Limit Theorem

4.5.1 Conditions for application of the Central Limit Theorem

If the Central Limit Theorem is to be applied to the summation of the Nb in-band

beating terms (these are termed u1 and have variance a2 ) the following conditions

must be met [3]:

i. u are independent random variables

ii. Nb is 'large'

iii. o>r>O

iv. E[u1_u]<s

where r and s are positive numbers.

Condition (i) was considered in Section 4.3.2. The number of terms Nb required was

addressed in Section 4.4; NblO gives reasonable agreement and Nb2O gives good

agreement.

Employing the pdf for u 1 of p(u1)1/(itJ(4,juj2))

iii) implies that 2> r> 0

iv) implies that 32 E, 312 / (3m) <s,

r and s may be chosen to satisf' these criteria.

Thus the Central Limit Theorem may be applied to a good approximation if

a) the beating terms fall into coherent or incoherent limits.

b) the number and magnitude of incoherent beat noise statistically dependent terms

are small in comparison with those that are independent.

c) Nb is large (>10).

4.5.2. Application of the Central Limit Theorem

The Central Limit Theorem aggregates all random noise components to give a

resultant Gaussian distributed noise whose mean is the sum of the mean of the
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individual contributions and whose variance is the sum of the individual variances.

Thus:

mean current i=	 (4.13)

and photocurrent variance,

2_2( 
2Pd P	 +	 2P1PJ )	

(4.14).
in - band primary beating terms in - band secondary beating terms

4.5.3 BER calculation

The calculation of the mean BER from the net Gaussian variable is given below. It is

important to note that although some worse-case conditions have been assumed,

namely no filtering of the beat noise from waveforms of equal wavelength and aligned

polarisations, the BER will fluctuate below and above the mean value. Since the

bandwidth of the phase fluctuation of the interferometric noise is typically much

smaller than the data bandwidth, errors will tend to occur in bursts that hinder error

correction. This is particularly true for the slowly varying coherent crosstalk but in

the scenario that the crosstalk terms are unchanged 1 over a time period exceeding the

fluctuation period, there may be sufficient time to adjust the threshold and minimise

the degradation. These factors must be born in mind when the net Gaussian variable

is employed in BER calculations.

The error probability for each bit may be determined given the following at the

decision point-

mean photocurrent, /

interferometric noise variance, N2

thermal noise current variance,

decision level threshold, D.

responsivity, fl.

1 as discussed above this depends critically on the nature of the network, its operation and the

detected signal (one or multiple channels).
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Shot noise shall be neglected - a valid assumption for typical PIN receivers.

a) Error probabilities for 'one' bits

The photocurrent pdf for a 'one' bit is drawn schematically below (Fig. 4.5).

photocurrent	 Gaussian pdf, a2 = aN2 + a02

Figure 4.5. Probability density function for 'one' bit

( /	 -'2
D

________	 I —(i—i)
error probability 

= J	
exp	

2

=Xerfc[)

b) Error probabilities for 'zero' bits

error probability = i'e,jf_D - /J/2

(4.15)

(4.16)

Giving the general expression:

error probability = % elfc[ ri]

	

(4.17)
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4.6 Application of the Central Limit Theorem: statistical
model.

An analytical model has been developed to estimate the power penalty due to

interferometric noise. The assumptions made are:

• there are Nb crosstalk terms, each of crosstalk level E, with the same polarisation,

which all generate unfiltered interferometric noise when they beat with the data.

• secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beating is neglected (see comment in Section 4.2).

• all 'zero' bits have zero optical power.

• the probability that in of the Nb number of crosstalk terms are simultaneously

'ones' is given by the binomial distribution:

Nb! (4.18)
(Nb ni)!ni!2"

• the noise is aggregated according to the Central Limit Theorem.

• the decision threshold D=O.5.

the BER is calculated by a statistical average of the error probability for each

value of m.

The calculated BER curves shows a similar behaviour to the calculations for a single

interferer with Gaussian interferometric noise (cf. Fig. 3.9). The optical power

penalty at BER=10 9 is plotted in Fig. 4.6. The curve for a single crosstalk term (this

is identical to the D=O.5 curve of Fig. 3.12) in addition represents the worst-case for

multiple interferers when all crosstalk bit sequences are identical. The system may

tolerate more total crosstalk when the crosstalk is distributed over more terms;

however, a limit is approached as the binomial distribution becomes narrower, and

ultimately single-valued at m=Nb /2. Hence, the Nb = curve is 3dB displaced from

the worst-case curve. In conclusion, for a penalty of <1dB the total crosstalk level of

noise generating terms in the network must be held below -25 dB; a fhrther 2 to 4 dB

of total crosstalk may lead to network failure at the asymptote (error floor at

BER=1O-9).
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Figure 4.6. Optical power penalty at BER = 1 O versus total crosstalk level for

dfferent numbers of noise-generating crosstalk ternis.

4.7 Conclusions

When the data signal is corrupted by N crosstalk terms, photodetection generates N

primary and N(N-1)I2 secondary beating terms. The terms giving in-band

interferometric noise may be identified according to the crosstalk classification.

Under the assumption of statistical independence, the net interferometric noise

variance is proportional to the total crosstalk power of the in-band terms (neglecting

secondary terms and any RF filtering).

The bit-error-rate in the presence of the interferometric noise may be computed given

the form of the probability density function. A rigorous approach determines the

probability density function by convolving the bounded 'two-pronged' pdfs of all in-

band terms. A second approach invokes the Central Limit Theorem to give a

Gaussian pdf. The Gaussian approximation overestimates the BER determined by the

convolution method but agreement is good when there are 5 or more in-band

components typically 'high'. Agreement improves with more terms.
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A statistical model employing the Gaussian approximation indicates that the total

crosstalk level of noise generating terms in a network should be held below -25dB for

a penalty of <1dB (assuming no RF filtering of base-band noise, AC-coupled receiver,

and infinite modulation depth). A further 2 to 4 dB may lead to network failure. The

crosstalk tolerance is 3dB less in the worst-case than in the typical case.
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Chapter 5

Experimental investigation

5.1 Introduction

Much of the impetus behind the research reported in this thesis followed the

observation of unidentifiable noise in an optical TDM switching network (cf. Section

2.3.8 ) test-bed. This noise level increased as more crosspoints were added to the

switch fabric until the bit sequence could only be observed by multiple averaging. The

noise was identified as interferometric noise; this chapter summarises the subsequent

experimental investigation.

The addition of a single interferer is considered first of all. Several properties of the

resulting interferometric noise, its appearance on an oscilloscope, the magnitude and

the probability density function (pdf), and the impact on the bit-error-rate (BER) are

reported for incoherent noise-free, coherent and incoherent beat-noise classes (cf

Section 2.2.2 ). In the latter case comparison is made between the use of direct and

external modulation. DFB sources were employed exclusively.

Demonstration optical TDM switching networks constructed from several 2x2

crosspoints interconnected by fibre delay lines suffer from multiple crosstalk

interferers and the resultant interferometric noise. This noise is characterised, all of

the above classes are identified, and it is shown that the network size is thus limited to

three or four crosspoints of isolation = -15 dB. Multiple interferers may also be

generated by a recirculating delay-line structure; this experiment elegantly

demonstrates the convergence of the noise pdf towards a Gaussian function as more

interferers are present.
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5.2 Single Interferer

5.2.1 Incoherent noise-free crosstalk

A lithium niobate integrated-optical 2x2 directional coupler [1] held in the 'cross' state

and fed by modulated data at 622 Mb/s from two directly modulated lasers (1535 nm

and 1548 nm) formed the heart of the test-bed to investigate incoherent noise-free

crosstalk, (Fig. 5.1). Both lasers were driven by the same 64-bit NRZ word pattern

but that of the crosstalk (1548nm) lagged by 16 bits. The second directional coupler

permitted adjustment of the crosstalk level.

622 Mbit/s NRZ

DFBE
1535 mu	 Er

(622 Mbit/s NRZ

DFB
1548 nm

optical isolator

erbium-doped
Er

fibre ampifier

Figure 5.1. Test-bed arrcrngernent for characterisation of incoherent noise-free

crosstalk

Oscilloscope traces (Fig. 5.2) demonstrate that the crosstalk simply translates the

optical power level and adds no noise. The horizontal peak-like traces on Fig. 5.2(a)

and Fig. 5.2(b) are histograms of the noise within the time window defined by the

dashed vertical lines. The two histograms represent the Gaussian thermal noise, no

intet-ferometric noise being present.
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(a)

(b)

I ('1

Figure 5.2. Incoherent noise-free crosstalk addition. (a) crosstalk-free signal (1548

nm laser disconnected,); ('b,.) signal with crosstalk shown in (c) added. Scale 10.5

ns/div. The horizontal peak-like traces on ('a,) and (b) are noise histograms.
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The BER was measured against the received optical power for different values of

crosstalk level (altered via the control voltage to the first directional coupler) under

optimum thresholding (Fig. 5.3). There is no change in line-gradient as the crosstalk

is added, in agreement with theory (Section 3.5.4).

io	 rio-4

io -

BER

i06

iü -
-4.5dB

io	 '0

10.10
-15 dB
	

\-g.5dB	
-7dB

-11dB

-32	 -30	 -28	 -26	 -24
optical power / dBm

Figure 5.3. BER characterisalion of incoherent noise-free crosstalk for d?fferent

values of crosstalk level.

The optical power penalty, at BER=10 9, corrected for the contribution of the

crosstalk waveform to the received power (cf. discussion in Section 3.5.2), is plotted

in Fig. 5.4. This demonstrates the resilience of the system to noise-free crosstalk but

agreement with theory is disappointing. It appears that the optimisation of the

decision threshold was unsuccessthl. Signal-spontaneous beat noise between the

crosstalk and the spontaneous emission of the erbium amplifier may also contribute to

the error.
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Figure 5.4. Power penalty versus crosstalk levelfor incoherent noise-free crosstalk

5.2.2 Coherent crosstalk

The configuration depicted in Fig. 5.5 was employed in the investigation of coherent

crosstalk. Initially 'r was set to 'zero' (<lOOps), the polarisations were aligned (to

TM), and the output was fed to an optical power meter. The reading was observed to

fluctuate randomly with a frequency that increased to the order of 10 Hz when a hand

was held in close proximity to the fibre linkage. This fluctuation arises from the

variation in the optical path difference of data and crosstalk owing to phonon

excitation and temperature micro-changes in the few metres of fibre [2]. When t was

increased the power fluctuation magnitude decreased; when the laser was operated

CW, fluctuations were still present with a path length difference of the order of lOOm;

when modulated at 1.244Gb/s, however, a delay difference of only 2.6m ('t12.85ns)

eliminated all fluctuation. In the latter, the modulation of the laser reduces its

coherence time and the incoherent limit is reached. Although the environmental phase

fluctuations are still present they are masked by the (averaged) phase-to-intensity

noise.
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Figure 5.5. Test-bed arrangement for characterisalion of coherent crosstalk.

Measurements of the noise pdf at 622 Mb/s were made using a histogram capture

fUnction on a digitising oscilloscope (Fig. 5.6). When both inputs are TM polarised,

(Fig. 5.6(a)), the pdf agrees well with theory (cf. Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.5.3, note

that receiver noise is also present). If one input is now set to approximately TE (Fig.

5.6(b)), the interferometric noise is reduced in magnitude but is not eliminated

completely, being of similar size to the thermal noise alone; this is attributed to

imperfect polarisation orthogonality.

The low bandwidth of the coherent crosstalk induced noise results in errors that occur

in bursts. This behaviour is illustrated by a histogram of the error count recorded

over a one second interval (Fig. 5.7). Aithough it is most likely that the error count

will be less than 100, counts of over 1000 were also measured. A similar

measurement for the faster incoherent beat noise crosstalk would give a distribution

of much smaller range. The burstiness over a one second interval makes BER

measurement impractical.
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Figure 5.6. Coherent inteij'erometric noise histograms. (a) both inputs TM

polarised, (b,) input polarisations approximately orthogonal.
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Figure 5. 7. Histogram of coherent crosstalk error count, measured over one second

at 622 Mb/s.
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5.2.3 Incoherent beat noise crosstalk - direct modulation

Incoherent beat noise crosstalk was generated from a single directly modulated source

(this is phase-induced intensity noise, PuN) (Fig. 5.8). The delay of 25.7 ns (116 bits

at 622 Mb/s) was sufficient to satisfy the incoherent limit for the chirped source

(biased 2mA below the threshold and modulated by 40 mA). The configuration

employs a 10 dB fibre coupler, rather than a LiNbO 3 directional coupler, to mix the

data and crosstalk. This eliminates the drifling of the crosstalk level and the optical

amplifier is no longer required. The optical power meter permits monitoring of the

received optical power during the BER characterisation.

DFB
	

16 bits
1538 nm	

3 dB
	

10 dB	 power meter

622 Mb/s
NRZ

L.J	 optical isolator

variable attenuator

OQfl polarisation controller

J
PiN photodetector

Figure 5.8. Test-bed arrangement for characterisation of incoherent beat noise

crosstalk

'Flame-like' interferometric noise is easily observed on an oscilloscope trace. It

displays the anticipated polarisation dependence, arising only when both data and

crosstalk are 'one', and has the expected pdf. However, on closer inspection of many

bits, the noise pdf took either a bounded form (Fig. 5.9(a)), a Gaussian-like form (of

smaller variance) (Fig. 5.9(b)), or some intermediate state. This demonstrates that the

interferometric noise is being RF filtered to different degrees on different bits. It is

shown in Chapter 7 that the filtering results from a change in the centre frequency of
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the laser during an individual bit, leading to a centre frequency variation along the bit

sequence. This may be predicted given the modulation sequence and the parameters

of the underlying physical mechanism.

frequency of occurrence

(a)

frequency of occurrence -

(b)

Figure 5.9. Histograms of incoherent beat noise at two different 'one' bits of a 622

Mb/s word subject to crosstalk, (a) bounded form (as expected,), and (b) Gaussian-

like due to filtering.

Estimations of the interferometric noise range for bits with bounded histograms gave

values of approximately 70% of the theory. Although the centre frequencies of

interfering bits are identical at such points, RF filtering of the baseband noise still

occurs.
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In a delayed' seif-homodyne measurement [3] of the laser CW linewidth, a series of

sharp peaks in the RF spectrum, regularly spaced 34 MHz apart, were noted. These

are consistent with a reflection from the (first) external isolator at 2.94m (cf. Section

2.3.3).

The BER was measured with a 622 Mb/s 2' -1 pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS)

for different values of crosstalk (Fig. 5.10). The threshold was optimised and the

receiver bandwidth was measured to be 530 MHz (6dB electrical) - this approximates

to the ideal value of 0.7x bit rate 435 MiHz. The gradient of the BER curve

becomes shallower as the crosstalk level is increased, an indication that unbounded

interferometric noise is present (cf. theoretical plots with Gaussian interferometric

noise, Section 3.5.3). It is postulated that the RF filtering, present to some extent on

all bits, renders the noise unbounded. An error floor of greater than iO occurs for

crosstalk> -9 dB.
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Figure 5.10. BER character/sal/on of phase-induced intensity noise for dfferent

values of crosstalk level. The DFB laser was biased 2 mA below threshold and was

directly modulated by a 622 Mb s 2' -1 PRBS NRZ pattern. The receiver bandwidth

was 530 MHz.

'many kms of fibre were required to establish the incoherent limit
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The measured power penalty (Fig. 5.11) is in good agreement with theory. The

discrepancy is attributed to RF filtering of the baseband interferometric noise, and not

to the filtering of the non-baseband noise of bits with Gaussian-like pdfs (explained in

Chapter 7). Further BER characterisations using a 64-bit word with receiver

bandwidths of 530 and 900 MHz showed similar trends and penalties.

0
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0	 —theory
0	 0 expenmen
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Figure 5.11. Power penalty versus crosstalk level for phase-induced intensity noise

with a directly modulated DFB laser.

5.2.4 Incoherent beat noise crosstalk - external modulation

In order to investigate the properties of phase-induced intensity noise in the absence

of chirp, the DFB laser of Fig. 5.8 was run CW, and data was encoded by a lithium

niobate Mach-Zehnder external modulator. The differential path was increased to the

order of 10 km to establish the incoherent limit. It proved difficult to achieve a clean

and undistorted RF modulation signal with sufficient amplitude to fully modulate the

light; the compromise value 2.OV p-to-p was approximately half of the switching

voltage. The DC bias and polarisation were then tuned to maximise the extinction

ratio of 'zeros' and 'ones'; approxImately 10: 1 was realised but this deteriorated owing

to drift.
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Coherent interferometric noise due to multiple reflections induced a continuous slow

fluctuation in the mean received optical power and its influence on the BER made

threshold optimisation difficult. Under direct modulation this noise would be

incoherent and would pass unnoted. The BER was measured at 622 Mb/s with a 64-

bit word (Fig. 5.12). In contrast to direct modulation the histograms of all bits

corrupted by interferometric noise were very similar, showing the expected two-

pronged bounded form (cf. Fig. 5.9(a)).

BER

1

-35	 -30	 -25
received optical power / dBm

Figure 5.12. BE]? characte,-isalion of phase-induced intensity noise for dfferent

value of crosstalk level. The DFB laser was externally modulated at 622 Mb/s by a

64 bit-word. The receiver bandwidth was 530 MHz.

The power penalties are far worse than for the direct modulation case (Fig. 5.13). It

is suggested that this is largely due to the imperfect extinction ratio, cx. Comparison

with the theory of Section 3.5.7 supports an extinction ratio of 0.1 to 0.2 (Fig. 5.13).
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Figure 5.13. Power penalty versus crosstalk level for phase-induced intensity noise

with an externally modulated laser. The theoretical curves are reproduced from

Section 3.5. 7 a is the reciprocal modulation depth.

5.3 Multiple Interferers

5.3.1 Case-study optical TDM switching networks

Optical TDM switching networks were introduced in Section 2.3.8. Small examples

of these networks are suitable for demonstration on an experimental test-bed [4-6].

The building blocks are 2x2 directional coupler switches, as employed in the

investigation of the single interferer, and accurately cut fibre delay lines. At each of

the m spatial inputs the TDM frame is subdivided into an integer number of time-slots,

denoted n. Each time-slot may contain a block of bits that may be independently

routed to any available time-slot in the output frames. The delays are in multiples of

the time-slot and the crosspoints are toggled between 'cross' and 'bar' states every

time-slot, as required. The switch fabric is denoted T(ni,n), and an example, T(1,4),

is depicted below in Fig. 5.14.
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a

b

C

1 timeslot	 2 timeslot

p o_ _ILII>< N
input frame
	 2x2 crosspoint	 'drop'

Figure 5.14. T(1,4) optical TDM switching network with I input and 4 time-slots per

frame.

T(1,4) has only one spatial input (m=1) and therefore is also known as a time-slot

interchanger - blocks in the four time-slots in each frame may be interchanged in time.

In addition, the network possesses frame integrity - blocks entering in the same time

frame will exit in the same time frame; this is essential to avoid block loss on

reconfiguration of the network. The network operation may be understood by

plotting a time-space diagram that tracks individual blocks as they traverse the

network in space (drawn horizontally) and in time (drawn vertically). Successive

rows represent the network as if photographed every time-slot. In the example (Fig.

5.15) the input blocks abcd occupying input time-slots 1234 respectively are mapped
to output time-slots 3241. Block c is dropped to the 'spare' lower output

space

time

Figure 5.15. Space-time diagram of T(1, 4) for a particular routing assignment.
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In previous work, the T(1,4) network was realised from 2x2 lithium niobate

directional couplers of isolation -15dB and single mode fibre delay lines [4,6]. The

individual crosspoints were set by a data generator running at the block-rate

according to computer control. Oscilloscope traces for the above assignment are

reproduced in Fig. 5.16.

(a)	 (b)

Figure 5.16. Oscilloscope trace of T(1, 4,) input and output for the assignments. (a)

the assignment of Fig. 5.15, (b,J another assignment. The bit-rate = 720 Mb/s and

there are 16 bits per block (from f3J,).

BER measurements undertaken on the single dropped block showed an improvement

in sensitivity for assignment (a) compared to the back-to-back with no switches. This

results from the rerouting of the amplifier noise by the switches. If the assignment is

set so that the dropped block meets another block at the central crosspoint, then more

crosstalk is exchanged and the sensitivity falls by about 1 dB. Note that since all

crosstalk is derived from the same laser, interferometric noise is always generated;

coherent crosstalk is impossible - there are no two routes through the network with

the same delay; for a directly modulated DFB, whose coherence time is much less

than the time-slot, all crosstalk is incoherent beat noise.
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Another time-slot interchanger, T( 1,2), was constructed on the test-bed from three -

15dB isolated directional couplers and was fed by the 1538nm DFB directly

modulated by a 64-bit word representing two frames of two blocks each (Fig. 5.17).

1 timeslot	 I timeslot

Figure 5.17. Time-slot interchanger formedfrom three crosspoints.

This network possesses multiple delays of delay lengthl time-slot from input to

output and is therefore expected to demonstrate coherent crosstalk. Two

assignments, A and B, were studied (Fig. 5.18). In assignment A, blocks b and a'

suffer coherent crosstalk. This is termed 'second order' since the crosstalk level is of

the order of the crosspoint isolation squared; blocks a' and b' suffer 'first order'

incoherent beat noise crosstalk since they meet at the centre crosspoint. In

assignment B, all blocks suffer first order incoherent beat noise crosstalk but no

coherent crosstalk.

BER characterisation of assignment B gave a power penalty of 3.75 dB at BER"109

(Fig. 5.19). However, approximately 2dB of this is attributed to eye-closure owing to

differential path loss (not visible in Fig. 5.18) giving an interferometric noise penalty

typical of a single interferer of crosstalk -15 dB. The change in line-gradient is

indicative of the optical interferometric noise (cf. Fig. 5.10 & Fig. 5.12).

Finally, a T(2,2) network with frame integrity was constructed (Fig. 5.20). The DFB

laser fed both inputs via zero and half time-slot delays to permit block identification.

However, each block suffers first order incoherent beat noise crosstalk at each

crosspoint (together with some coherent crosstalk - this is less significant being at

most second-order). The BER could not be measured in the presence of such noise.

However, if two lasers had been employed the incoherent beat noise power would be

halved on average, and of course performance would also benefit from better

crosspoint isolation.
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a	 b	 a'	 b'

time space

a'

b'

I	 I b	 a	 b'	 a'

space
time

a __

b

a' ______

b' ______

I	 I	 Liii
Assignment A. Note incoherent beat noise crosstalk for blocks a' and b'; b and a' also

show coherent effects but these are difficult to capture on photographs.

Li Ti

Assignment B. Note the incoherent beat noise on all blocks.

Figure 5.18. Space-time diagrams and oscilloscope traces for T, 2,) time-slot

interchanger.
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Figure 5.19. BE!? character/sat/on of T(1, 2) time-slot interchanger of Fig. 5.17.

Data comprisedfour 16 bit blocks at 622Mb/s routed according to assignment B.

I	 2	 1

1/2

Figure 5.20. T(2, 2) 'i1h frame integrity fedfrom a single laser.

5.3.2 Recirculating delay-line

Multiple crosstalk terms may be generated without the complexity of active

componentry by utilising a fibre coupler and a recirculating delay line (Fig. 5.21). The

principle of operation is as follows: a repeating 64 bit word sequence is fed to a 10:90

fibre coupler with a feedback loop delay equal to the word length. The first word

enters the coupler and 90% of the signal is routed to the photodetector. Additionally,

10% of the signal is routed back to the coupler input and on subsequent passage

through the coupler 10% of this feedback waveform is added (as crosstalk) to the

second data word. The second word also sheds light into the loop but the majority

reaches the detector together with the single added crosstalk term.
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Light shed into the ioop continues to circulate, its power falls due to splitting and

propagation losses giving crosstalk addition of ever decreasing amounts to successive

data words. Thus, for example, word number three suffers from two crosstalk terms,

one due to light shed from word one (after two circulations) and one due to light shed

from word two (after one circulation). In general the number of crosstalk terms that

corrupt word number n is equal to n-i. After many words the total crosstalk power

saturates.

64 bits

lithium niobate
isolators	 p01. COIlS	 Mach-Zehnder

10:90

64 bit word

622 Mb/s

Data generator
BERTx.

64 l's 64 0's

1/16 clock	 ext. clock

Figure 5.21. Recirculating delay-line experiment.

The loop delay greatly exceeds the coherence time of the directly modulated DFB

implying that all crosstalk terms are independent and constitute incoherent beat noise

crosstalk. Interferornetric noise is maximised by alignment of data and crosstalk

polarisations. Measurements of the loop patchcord loss (0.50dB), the coupler excess

loss (0.27dB) and splitting ratio (9.57:1), imply the crosstalk levels in Table 5.1.

The lithium niobate modulator was gated every 16 words to permit the study of the

development of interferometric noise. Fig. 5.22 shows the oscilloscope traces for the

first four words whilst Fig. 5.23 shows the change in the noise pdf from the bounded

form (one crosstalk term) towards the Gaussian form (fifteen crosstalk terms).
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Word	 Crosstalk level of corrupting crosstalk terms (dB) 	 Total

number	 crosstalk

______ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ (dB)

1	 none	 -

2	 -20.83 _______ _______ _______ ______ _______ _______ -20.83

3	 -20.83 -22.04 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ -18.38

4	 -20.83 -22.04 -23.25 ______ ______ ______ ______ -17.15

5	 -20.83 -22.04 -23.25 -24.46 ______ ______ ______ -16.41

6	 -20.83 -22.04 -23.25 -24.46 -25.67 ______ ______ -15.93

7	 -20,83 -22.04 -23.25 -24.46 -25.67 -26.88 _______ -15.59

8	 -20.83	 -22.04 -23.25	 -24.46 -25.67 -26.88 -28.09 	 -15.36

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ -14.69

Table 5.1. Detail of crosstalk corruption of successive words in recirculating loop

experiment.

The BER characteristic (Fig. 5.24) is similar to that of the time-slot interchanger of

the previous section (Fig. 5.19). The power penalty at BER10 9 , corrected for the

contribution of the crosstalk to the mean optical power, is 2.8dB. This value lies

below that expected for Gaussian distributed noise of crosstalk= -14.7dB (error floor

above i0 9 ), but is much higher than that of a single interferer (1.7 dB). The number

of significant crosstalk terms, 4 - 5, is not sufficient to satisfy the Central Limit

Theorem (cf. section 4.4).
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Word number 1.

I ..........

I.

.11

Word number 2.

I	 i	 I	 I

.. ....	 .-	 ......

'

-........••i••-••4•-4 .... 1......................................................................................kg....1
1.19

..........\/...	 N

Word number 3.

Word number 4.

Figure 5.22. Oscilloscope traces of words 1 to 4.
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one crosstalk term

frequency of occurrence	 -

Figure 5.23. Histograms of inleiferoinetric noise for i'ords 2,3,4 and 16.
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Figure 5.24. B.ER character/sat/u,, of the recirculating loop experiment.

5.4 Conclusions

The experimental study of a single interferer has confirmed many of the predictions of

Chapter 3. In particular the importance of maximising the modulation depth is

illustrated by the poor BER performance experienced with the external modulator.

Unexpectedly, with direct modulation, the noise pdf was found to vary in a seemingly

random way between the extremes of bounded and Gaussian forms along the bit

sequence. The underlying mechanism for this behaviour may be exploited to suppress

interferometric noise, as shall be discussed in Chapter 7. Table 5.2 summarises the

key findings for a single interferer.

Optical TDM switching networks comprising -15dB isolated lithium niobate

directional couplers and delay lines have been constructed on a test-bed. These

networks are prone to all classes of crosstalk but particularly to incoherent beat noise

crosstalk that may be of first order magnitude. Coherent crosstalk requires multiple

paths of equal delay through the fabric and is at most second order.

Time-slot interchangers requiring three crosspoints, T(1,4) and T(1,2), suffered

worst-case penalties of approximately 1.0 and 1.75 dB respectively. 	 A four
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crosspoint T(2,2) network whose two inputs were fed by the same laser suffered from

too much noise to permit BER measurement.

A recirculating delay-line experiment has demonstrated the evolution of the

interferometric noise pdf from the bounded towards the Gaussian form as more

crosstalk terms are aggregated. However, the number of significant crosstalk terms

(4-5) in the steady state is too small to satisf' the Central Limit Theorem; a penalty of

2.8dB was measured for an aggregate crosstalk of -14.8dB.

class of	 pdf	 BER and power penalty	 Notes

interfero-

metric noise

incoherent	 N/A
penalty smallnoise-free	
agrees well with

D=O.5

coherent	 bounded	 very slow noise > very bursty	 fibre lengths a

____________ 'two-prong' BER impractical	 few m long

incoherent	 varies from	 baseband

well with theory
beat noise -	 bounded	 penalty agrees	 noise is

direct	 'two-prong'

modulation	 to Gaussian	
asymptote at	

slightly

filtered
- _________ -9.5dB

(D optimised)

incoherent	 bounded

penalty>> theory

external

beat noise -	 'two-prong'	 -	

attributed to poor
modulation depthmodulation

Table 5.2. Siiminaiy of invest/ga/ion of a s/Jig/c inte,j'erer.
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Chapter 6

Network modelling by the XHatch computer
simulator

6.1 Introduction

A computer-aided optical network design tool (XHatch) [1] has been extensively

modified to offer new optical components and BER estimation [2]. XHatch is able to

track all the optical signals in the simulated network and to determine the crosstalk,

interferometric noise and optical amplifier induced noise that corrupt the data at the

receiver.

An example of XHatch's user-interface is drawn in Fig. 6.1. The optical network

(here a T(1,4) optical TDM switch fabric, cf. Section 5.3.1) is formed from

components, selected from the palette on the left hand side of the window,

interconnected by fibre or coax as appropriate. Data of binary ASK (NRZ) format is

encoded onto the optical medium at laser transmitters. The simulator is digital in

nature, it determines the events, i.e. 'one-zero' transitions, of all signals that are

generated in the network and ultimately fall upon the photodetector. The mean BER

is calculated from the error probability of each bit using the crosstalk classification

(Section 4.3.1) and the Central Limit Theorem (Section 4.5). Noise due to in-line

optical amplifiers is Gaussian distributed and is therefore easily added [3]. The

program output takes three forms; an oscilloscope plot of the photocurrent with bars

denoting the noise standard deviation; a plot of BER versus signal-to-thermal-noise

ratio; and a bit-by-bit listing of the noise contributions.

Examining Fig. 6.1 more closely, in the upper window a T(1,4) optical TDM

switching network (cf. Section 5.3.1), formed from three 2x2 switches and delay lines

of 16 and 32 ns, is under test. The laser is modulated by a 512-bit PRBS sequence

(trace Scpl in the lower graph window) at a bit rate set by oscillator Osi (1 Gb/s).

The switches are toggled at the block-rate (every 16 bits) set by oscillator 0s2

according to the binary sequences stored in pattern generators Pa2-4 - in this case the

assignment of Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16(a) has been chosen. The network output is
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detected and displayed in the graph window (traces Scp2-3). Note that in every

frame of four blocks two blocks suffer large noise (as indicated by the dotted 'error

bars') - these correspond to blocks 'a' and 'd' of Fig. 5.15 that traverse the central

switch simultaneously and exchange first-order crosstalk.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the crosstalk simulation of optical TDM

switching networks (cf. Section 2.3.8 and Section 5.3.1 [4-6]). In the next section,

the relative magnitude of primary and secondary beating terms (c.f. Section 4.2) for

crosstalk of different orders (cf. Section 5.3.1), is addressed for TDM switching

networks obtained by time-space transformation of classical Benes space switches

[7,8] - networks which are particularly suitable for economic integrated-optical

implementation. The network performance with respect to interferometric noise may

be improved by transmitting different channels at slightly different wavelengths (such

that beating is out-of-band); guidelines are derived for the minimum value of

crosspoint isolation as function of the number of different optical frequencies

employed.

Results from the simulation of such networks (Section 6.3) highlight the importance

of parameters other than the crosspoint isolation on the network performance.

6.2 Comparative magnitude of different beating terms in
optical TDM switching networks

Many optical TDM switching network architectures may be obtained by space-time

mapping of suitable space switch designs' (cf. Sections 2.3.8 and 5.3.1 [4,5]). In this

chapter, switching networks derived from the Benes [7,8] architecture are considered

[6]. Denoted T(ni,n), where in equals the number of spatial inputs and n the number

of time-slots per frame, the switch fabrics are rearrangeably non-blocking, suitable for

fabrication using large integrated-optical switch arrays giving hardware economy, and

offer tremendous capacity. The impact of crosstalk and interferometric noise can be

combated by dilation of the architecture [9]. An architecture is dilated by, firstly,

replacing a 2x2 crosspoint by four 2x2 crosspoints (Fig. 6.2(a)) such that only a single

'they may also be obtained by modifying existing results in switching theory [10,111, which is

outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 6.1. The XHa/ch computer network desigii tool. In the upper window a

T(1, 4) network is under test. The lou'er graph window displays the input sequence

('Scpl.) and the output sequences ('Scp2-3,). The dotted lines indicate a single

standard deviation of//Ic inteiferometric noise from the ineaii.
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input of any crosspoint is used at any one time', thereby eliminating the possibility of

first order crosstalk addition to the data, The number of crosspoints is rationalised

(many are redundant, Fig. 6.2(b)), resulting in a total crosspoint count approximately

twice that of the original undilated structure. A dilated T(4,4) network, for example,

comprises 40 crosspoints arranged in 10 columns (Fig. 6.3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2. Dilation of a space .sii'itch. (a) step one - every crosspoint is replaced by

four crosspoints; (b,.) step Iwo - redundant crosspoints are removed.

DeLay	 2x25witcharny5

Iz1p.1	 1e5	 (subtrate5)	 Output5

2x2 ciopoiid	 C	 Delayofnbk.ks

Figure 6.3. Dilated T(4,4) optical TDM switching architecture.

The number of crosspoint stages s (i.e. columns of switches) required to construct

T(m,n) when n=m2 is given by:

1 this does not imply that calls be broken if new calls are added to the system.
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s=6log 2 rn-1	 undilated	 (6.1)

s=6log2 in+4	 dilated	 (6.2)

The number of crosstalk terms at every output of the network is dependent upon the

number of stages s, equalling 2S1 and 2S-11, for undilated and dilated fabrics,

respectively. Large fabrics therefore suffer very many terms - for example, a dilated

T(16,256) has 134 million However, it shall be shown that only the second-order

crosstalk terms are significant for dilated fabrics; T(16,256) has 378 of these. The

number of terms of order p is also determined by the number of stages (Table 6.1).

Note that odd-ordered terms do arise in dilated fabrics but exit by the unused ports of

the final switch rank and do not corrupt the data.

______________________	 Number of crosstalk terms

Order of crosstalk	 undilated T(m,n)	 dilated T(m,n)

s stages	 s stages
1st	 S	 0
2nd	 s(s-I)/2	 s(s-1)/2
3rd	 s(s-1)(s-2)/6	 0
4th	 s(s- 1 )(s-2)(s-3 )/24 	 s(s- 1 )(s-2)(s-3)124

	________	 s!
P	 I	 1=	 I	 1=	 peven

	

p) p(s—p)!	 p) p!(s—p)

else zero

Table 6.1. Number of crosstalk terms of dffc'rent order corrupting data in T(m, n)

switching network.

The advantage of dilation may be illustrated by considering the minimum crosspoint

isolation required to give a total crosstalk level of less than -25dB - this guideline

having been established in Section 4.6 (the receiver is AC-coupled, modulation depth

is infinite, secondary beating is neglected and all primary beating components have

aligned polarisations, are in-band and unfiltered, Fig. 6.4). The dilated structure can

tolerate crosspoints with 13dB worse isolation than the undilated. Larger networks

require better crosspoint isolation - dilated T(4,4) and dilated T(16,256) require -

20.8dB and -25.4dB, respectively.
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Figure 6.4. Crosspoint isolation required for satisfactory performance of T(m,n)

(with n=ni2).

When the inputs to the switching network comprise lasers of different wavelengths,

and it is assumed that beating between different lasers is outside the receiver

bandwidth, the crosspoint isolation specification is relaxed. It is assumed that the

input traffic is uniformly distributed over k wavelengths - the probability that any two

waveforms at the output generate in-band noisel/k. The minimum crosspoint

isolation (dB) increases as 5 log(k) (Fig. 6.5). For example, the isolation is relaxed by

5dB when the number of wavelengths is increased by xlO, e.g. from 1 to 10. Only

primary beating of data and second-order crosstalk is included for these dilated

architectures. This shall now be justified.

Figure 6.5. C'rosspoint isolation required for satisfactory performance of dilated

T('m, n) as afunction of the number of wavelengths k.
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In a dilated network the ratio of the interferometric noise power from primary beating

of data and second order crosstalk, to that of data and fourth order crosstalk is given

by:

2 (data - second—order crosstalk) - 	 12

(data - fourth—order crosstalk) - (s-2)(s-3)i2	
(6.3)

where s the number of stages, and 1= the crosspoint isolation.

The minimum value of this ratio, occurring when the crosspoint isolation is only just

sufficient for satisfactory performance given k wavelengths, varies little with the

fabric dimension, falls with the number of wavelengths as the isolation is relaxed, but

remains very much greater than one (Fig. 6.6). The fourth-order crosstalk may be

neglected given k< 100 (F2,4 ^ 20).

3.5

3

'2.:

1 .5

0	 0.5	 1	 1.5	 2
Log(num ber of wavelengths k)

Figure 6.6. Dependence of the ratio of the inteiferometric noise power from primaly

beating of data and second order crosstalk, to that of data and fourth order

crosstalk, on the number ofi'rn'ele,igchs.

Finally, the ratio of the noise variance of primary data - second-order crosstalk

beating, to secondary second-order - second-order is given by:
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=	 Q2 (data - second - order crosstalk) 	 4
Q2 (second - order crosstalk - second - order crosstalk) (s(s - 1) - 2k) if

(6.4)

where s= the number of stages, k= the number of wavelengths and r the crosspoint

isolation.

The ratio is very much greater than one, falling with the number of wavelengths as the

isolation is relaxed; secondary beating terms may be neglected given k< 100 (f ^

10). Although secondary crosstalk-crosstalk beating terms are significant for data

'zero' bits, the BER is dominated by the data 'one' bits when the receiver is AC-

coupled (as assumed above).

3

2.8
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.1	 2.4
a.

2.2

E
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1 .6

1.4
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0	 0.5	 1	 1.5	 2
Log(number of wavelengths k)

Figure 6. 7. Dependence of the ratio of the noise variance ofprimaly data - second-

order crosstalk beatiiig, to secondaiy second-order crosstalk- second-order

crosstalk, on the number of ii 'cn'elengths.

6.3 Simulation of optical TDM switching networks

Simulation of optical TDM switching networks by )GJatch employed the following

conditions [2]:

dilated T(4,4), T(4,16) and T(8,64) modelled.
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•	 one laser feeding each input.

•	 laser wavelengths separated by mm so that beating between different lasers is

out-of-band.

•	 32 bits/block.
•	 2101 PRBS sequence.

•	 all crosspoints possess the same loss and isolation.

•	 all polarisations aligned.

•	 crosstalk classification invoked (partial coherence forbidden, cf Section 4.3.1).

•	 no filtering of base-band noise.

•	 secondary beating neglected (justified above, Section 6.2).

•	 net interferometric noise is Gaussian distributed (Central Limit Theorem, cf.

Section 4.5).

•	 BER determined by averaging over one complete bit sequence (cf. Section 4.5).

•	 decision threshold, D, was optimised or held midway between 'zero' and 'one'

levels (D0.5, similar to AC-coupled receiver).

All networks suffer sufficient noise-generating crosstalk terms (T(4,4) has the fewest

at 11 (on average)) for the Gaussian approximation to be accurate, assuming some

slight filtering of the baseband noise (cf. Section 4.4). The results are applicable to

directly modulated DFB sources which satisfy this criterion; the laser employed in the

experimental studies is such an example. However, the restriction on partial

coherence excludes externally modulated DFBs whose coherence time is far greater.

Examination of the crosstalk components at the output of the dilated T(4,4) indicated

that only 60% of incoherent beat noise crosstalk terms had a unique delay value not

shared by any other, and could therefore be added as statistically independent

variables. The influence of the statistical dependence remains to be studied.

The power penalty at BER=10 9 was determined (Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9). The

following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The power penalty characteristic displays a very rapid rise towards an asymptote

representing an error floor at BER>10 9 . Such behaviour has been observed in

experiment (Chapter 5) and statistical simulation (Chapter 4).

2. Optimisation of the decision threshold gives a performance improvement that

falls with increasing network size; for example, for T(4,4), the asymptote occurs
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—S—D=0.5

—0— D optimised

at an isolation of-l5dB compared to -17dB for the AC-coupled receiver (cf. a

single interferer where the difference is 4.6 dB).

3, The performance varies markedly between different channels and is assignment

dependent (Fig. 6.8). Near the asymptote this variation is greater and periods of

error flooring are likely - the crosspoint isolation should be held several dB

better than the asymptote.

4. Performance, as measured by the position of the asymptote, degrades with

increasing network size. For T(8,64) the isolation should be better than -20dB

to give a mean penalty of less than 1dB (using Fig. 6.5 an isolation of -19.8dB is

-	 4

2

0

-30 -25	 -20	 -15	 -K)

Crosspoint isolation (dB)

Figure 6.8. Pou'er penalty versus switch isolation for a dilated T('-I, 4,) network fed by

four lasers. The decision threshold D is both optiinised or set mid-way between

'zero' and 'one' levels (D –0.5). Bars sig11 best and worst case performance as

channel number and assigninelit i'as varied.
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Figure 6.9. Typical peiforinance of T(4, 4,), T( il, 16) and T(8, 64) architectures for

Ac-coupled receivers.

6.4 Conclusions

Optical TDM switching networks are prone to interferometric noise owing to switch

crosstalk. Dilation of the architecture approximately doubles the crosspoint count but

eliminates first-order crosstalk, thereby relaxing the crosspoint isolation specification

for every fabric by 13 dB. The (minimum) isolation required with an AC-coupled

receiver may be estimated using the criterion that the total crosstalk level of noise

generating terms < -25dB, considering only primary data-second order crosstalk

beating. For example, in the worst-case of a single wavelength for all inputs, dilated

T(4,4) and T(16,256) require -208dB and -25.4dB, respectively. Using k

wavelengths the isolation is relaxed by 5log(k) dB.

Simulation using the custornised computer design tool (XHatch) considers primary

(but not secondary) beating with all crosstalk terms. Isolation specification is in good

agreement with the above, and, in addition, the performance variation with channel

number, routing assignment and threshold choice is revealed. Crosspoint isolation

must be several dB better than the value at the penalty asymptote.
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Chapter 7

Interferometric noise suppression through
intra-bit frequency evolution of directly
modulated lasers

7.1 Introduction

Considerable efforts are underway to find practical solutions to the problem of

interferometric noise. In this chapter, a new technique is demonstrated, and in

Chapter 8 all methods are critically appraised.

In the new strategy, every transmitter comprises a DFB laser that is NRZ ASK

directly modulated with a large modulation depth [I]. Under modulation, the centre

frequency of the DFB laser varies over the duration of each bit, falling during 'one'

bits and rising during 'zero' bits with an exponential-like dependency of characteristic

time constant 0(20 ns). The optical frequency at the midpoint of each bit interval is

not constant, but depends upon the sequence of the preceding bits. Therefore, on the

interference of a delayed-replica parasitic crosstalk waveform, the interferometric

noise generated on detection may be reduced by RF filtering according to the

difference in centre frequency of the interfering bits. This noise suppression, which

requires no additional hardware, has been successfully modelled and experiment

demonstrates little performance gain for a single interferer, as predicted. However, in

the presence of multiple interferers significant improvement is predicted at sub-Gb/s

rates.

Under direct NRZ modulation, the carrier density and the temperature within the

active region of a DFB laser change with time, thereby inducing a sympathetic

refractive index and length (only due to temperature) variation, resulting in an

evolution of the laser centre frequency along the waveform. At 'one'-'zero'

transitions, short-lived frequency oscillations - transient chirp - arise as a consequence

of carrier-photon relaxation oscillations [2]. Once the laser is equilibrated, the carrier

density remains constant during the bit but differs in magnitude for 'ones' and 'zeros' -

this results in adiabatic chirp [3]. In addition, the frequency has been observed to
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vary during a bit interval, a phenomenon that has been attributed to temperature

evolution within the active region in response to the injection heating [4-8]. This

intra-bit frequency evolution is the origin of the interferometric noise suppression

method described in this chapter.

On the injection of carriers into the active region heat is generated by three

mechanisms [9]; non-radiative recombination - this involves an Auger process by

which an excited electron loses energy to optical phonons - proportional to iV is the

biggest; electron scattering, the normal resistive mechanism, given by i 2 R (R8-2);

radiative absorption - this is principally non-axial spontaneous emission. The

explanation through a thermal mechanism is supported by the observation of a

decrease in optical frequency with injection current (the dependence is typically -10

GHz / °C ) with an exponential-like time dependence of characteristic time constant

- 40 ns [8]. This is in good agreement with thermal diffusion modelling [9], but a

definitive confirmation remains to be established.

Section 7.2 summarises the initial experimental investigation [7,8]. Further

experimental studies addressing the bit-rate dependency of the noise suppression, the

laser FM response, and the BER performance for the case of a single interferer are

then presented. A simple theoretical model of the frequency evolution explaining the

noise suppression and the observed bit-rate dependency is described in Section 7.3.

The small performance gain for a single interferer is justified. In the scenario when

there exist multiple interferers (Section 7.4) significant performance gain is predicted.

7.2 Experimental characterisation

7.2.1 Initial investigation

A p-side up buried-heterostructure (BH) DFB laser' biased at 20 mA (2mA below the

threshold) was directly modulated by a repetitive 32-bit NRZ word pattern at 622

Mb/s with magnitude 4OmA. The laser fed an imbalanced fibre interferometer which

generated an undelayed sequence and an attenuated 16 bit (25.72ns) delayed

sequence of the same polarisation, representing the main signal and the parasitic

1 1538 nm laser described in Chapter 5.
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attenuat

ASK direct modulation

crosstalk, respectively (Fig. 7.1). The interferometer output was detected, RF filtered

and displayed on a digital oscilloscope.

DFB transmitter	 16 bits

Figure 7.1. Experinienial coifIgura1ion.

PuN is expected to be present only when both the main signal and crosstalk are 'one'

bits (identified with x's in Fig. 7.2(a)), and this was found to be the case for a receiver

bandwidth of 2.0 GHz (Fig. 7.2(b)). However, when the receiver bandwidth is

reduced to 615 MHz (- data bandwidth) only selected bits are subject to noise (Fig.

7.2(c), arrows indicate bits without the expected PI[N) - the interferometric noise has

been (partially) suppressed (cf. Fig. 5.9). The noise suppression was dependent on

both the word pattern and the differential delay, and fell with a reduction in the

modulation depth; in all cases only selected bits lacked the expected interferometric

noise.

To gain further insight into the history dependence, the laser was driven by a special

bit sequence consisting of an isolated sequence of 'ones' and 'zeros'; the attenuation

was removed and the receiver bandwidth was fixed at 2.0 GHz. The results (Fig. 7.3)

clearly show that the PuN grows in magnitude with time and the probability density

function (pd evolves from a Gaussian-like shape at the beginning of the interference

(Fig. 7.3(c)) to the standard [11,12] two-pronged shape for fully developed PuN
(Fig. 7.3(e)).
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Figure 7.2. ta,) 32-bit word at 622 Mb/s together with a 16-bit delayed interjèrer,

bits marked by x's are prone to PuN. Experimental results for ('b,.) 2.0 GHz and (c)

615 MHz receiver bandwidths. Noise is suppressed on the arrowed bits.

(a)

(e)	 (d)
	

Cc)	 / 

Time[nS] 

(b)

Figure 7.3. Experimental results (622 Mb s) obtained ii'ith a receiver bandwidth of

2.0 GHz; signal and cross/a/k are equal in pou'er: (a) 32-bit long 1010... pattern and
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a 16-bit delayed inteiferer, (b,l PuN on the interfering bits. Noise ('voltage,)

histograms are also shown at the ni/c/die of (c) the third, (d) the fifth, and (e) the last

interfering bits.

From the above observations the following explanation was proposed [6]. In

response to the modulation, the laser centre frequency changes during each bit

interval (experimental evidence of this is presented below). During 'ones' the

frequency falls, and during 'zeros' the frequency rises. Therefore, the frequency at a

particular 'one' bit in the sequence depends upon on how many 'ones' and 'zeros'

preceded it, as measured over the duration of the memory time of the phenomenon.

On the interference of a 'one' bit from a delayed crosstalk replica, it is possible that the

centre frequencies of the two 'one' bits differ since they were emitted at different

points in the sequence. In this case, the power spectrum of the interferometric noise

thus generated is translated from baseband by the difference in the respective centre

frequencies; if this is greater than or equal to the receiver bandwidth the noise is

filtered and reduced in power by at least one half; as for the arrowed bits of Fig.

7.2(c). Bits which display full noise result from the interference of bits of

(approximately) equal centre frequency. The sequence dependence of the waveform

centre frequency implies the sequence dependence of the PuN.

In the second experiment (Fig. 7.3), after the first 'one' bit the frequencies of the

successive 'ones' fall with time until an equilibrium is established. At the first

interfering bit, the crosstalk bit has a high frequency whilst that of the main signal is

lower being close to equilibrium; thus little PuN falls within the receiver bandwidth

and the pdf shows the influence of the filtering [12]. As time progresses, the

frequency difference falls as the crosstalk waveform frequency approaches the same

equilibrium state enjoyed by the main signal. Hence, the noise grows in size until the

last interfering bit shows full noise.

The variation in the centre optical frequency along the modulated waveform was

measured using a fibre etalon of 0.09 nm bandwidth and a 12 GHz analog receiver

linked to a digital sampling oscilloscope (Fig. 7.4 [6,13]). The transmitted power was

measured as the etalon passband was scanned in 0.O2nm steps, and the 'wavelength' at

each point along the bit sequence was determined from the centre of gravity of the

power produced at every filter wavelength [6].
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Figure 7.4.	 Time-resolved spectroscopy of modulated optical waveforms:

experimental set-up.

Examination of the trace for the 622 Mb/s word of Fig. 7.2 (Fig. 7.5(a)), showsthe

transient chirp [2] at the bit transitions and also an increase in wavelength (fall in

frequency) during 'one' bits - this is most apparent over five successive 'ones' where

2.25 GHz of chirp accumulates. Using this trace the frequency differences of the

interfering 'ones' can be estimated - values of greater than 0.5 GHz are found only for

the arrowed (filtered) bits of Fig. 7.2(c); the maximum frequency difference is 0.9

GHz.

When the laser is modulated more slowly, at 9.72 Mb/s, and is biased above threshold

(modulation=2OmA), the complimentary frequency change during 'one' and 'zero' bits

is revealed (Fig. 7.5(b)). The exponential-like time dependence has a time constant of

-22.5 ns. The frequency change over a bit (lO3ns), 6.2 GHz, results from a

temperature change of —0.6°C (the dependency for the laser under test is -10 GHzI°C

[14]). Furthermore, the adiabatic chirp [3] can now be measured to equal +200

MiHz/mA. Adiabatic chirp may also be measured on a high resolution optical

spectrum analyser - two peaks are observed representing 'ones' and 'zeros' for a laser

biased above threshold [15].

In order to establish that the above behaviour was not peculiar to the laser six further

DFB chips, constructed from both bulk and MQW material, in both ridge and BH

structures, and mounted both p-up and p-down, were assessed by the dynamic chirp

measurement. All chips showed the same exponential-like behaviour, with time

constants of 35-38 ns, while p-up mounted chips showed a greater frequency change.
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Figure 7.5. Time-resolved spectroscopy of modulated optical waveforms. (a)

622Mb/s 32-bit word (as Fig. 7.2,); (b,) 9.72 Mb s 0101... sequence.

7.2.2 Further investigation

The degree of interferornetric noise suppression was predicted to be dependent upon

the bit-rate of the modulation in the following way: at high bit rates (greater than —1
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GbIs) the bit period is too short to allow significant frequency change within a bit

period; all 'one' bits will possess approximately the same optical frequency, and

therefore noise suppression will be slight. At low frequencies (less than --lMb/s), the

bit-period is much greater than the time constant (-20 ns) which implies that all 'one'

bits will have the same equilibrium frequency, again giving poor noise suppression.

At intermediate frequencies, a maximum in the noise suppression is expected

(assuming a fixed receiver bandwidth) for a bit period time constant - here the

frequencies of the 'ones' bits are distributed over their maximum range.

Another description considers the 'memory' of the optical centre frequency - the

frequency of a given bit is influenced by the sequence of bits that may be

'remembered', i.e. those emitted up to a time constant previously [16]. At very low

bit-rates, the memory only spans one or two bits, eliminating the pattern dependence;

at very high bit rates the memory spans so many bits that the pattern itself is averaged

out. Both these give low noise filtering.

These predictions were tested using the configuration of Fig. 7.1 for a fixed receiver

bandwidth of 2.0 GHz. The fraction of bits that remained corrupted by

interferometric noise, termed the noise reduction factor y, was measured from the

oscilloscope traces (Fig. 7.6). The trend predicted above is visible and the 'optimum

bit-rate' lies within 20 - 80 Mb/s, accurate estimation being impossible because the

pattern length employed (32 bits) is too short.

I .	 .0	 .00
Modulation rate /Mb/s

Figure 7.6.	 Experimental assessment of the bit -rate dependency of the

inteiferonietric noise suppression.
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The interferometric noise suppression was also investigated with return-to-zero (RZ)

modulation. The RZ format restricts the continuous heating time to only

(approximately) a half-bit duration, resulting in little temperature or frequency

variation along the bit sequence. Indeed, more noise was observed for RZ than NRZ

for 77.76 and 622 Mb/s 2 -1 PRBS sequences.

The laser FM response to low frequencies, an indicator of the laser thermal response,

was also measured (Fig. 7.7). The slow roll-off (compared to, for example, {17])

suggests that the laser has a short thermal time constant (<lOOns).

0.4

03

.
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	 .

S
S

	

I
	 S • S

	
S
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0.1	 1	 13	 130

Modulation frequency /MHz

Figure 7.7. FM response of the DFB laser at low frequencies.

The BER performance in the presence of PIIN owing to an identically polarised single

interferer was assessed at 77.76 and 622 Mb/s (Fig. 7.1). A 2' -1 PRBS sequence

was employed and the (fixed) receiver bandwidth was 530 MHz. The oscilloscope

revealed that approximately one in two bits remained corrupted by noise at 622 Mb/s

(cf. Fig 7.2(c)); this fell to about one in four at 77.76 Mb/s. The optical power

penalty at BER=l0 9 , with an optimised decision threshold (always set to minimise

the BER), was determined for several values of crosstalk level (the ratio of main

signal and crosstalk optical powers, Fig. 7.8). The theoretical curve was determined

from the theoretical noise pdf, calculated by convolving the bounded and Gaussian

pdfs of the interferometric and thermal receiver noise, respectively (cf. Section 3.5.2
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[18]). The experimental curves demonstrate that only a small improvement in power

penalty, of approximately 0.1 dB, is attainable by operation at 77.76 Mb/s rather than

622 Mb/s. The agreement with the theoretical curve is good; differences are not due

to the mechanism under discussion here but are attributed to a small amount of noise

filtering that exists even when interfering bits have equal frequencies.

.
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o 77.76 Mb/s

• 622Mb/s
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Figure 7.8. Optical poiver peiialty cit BER = 1 O plotted against crosstalk levelfor a

single interferer.

7.3 Theoretical model for a single interferer

In the simplest thermal analysis, the lasing region is treated as a lumped thermal

capacitance CT linked to the ambient surroundings (principally the heat sink), at

temperature T0, by a thermal resistance RT [17,19]. It is assumed that all heating

occurs in the active region, the temperature of which remains uniform throughout its

volume (i.e. it has an infinite thermal conductivity), with the heat flow to the

surroundings proportional to the temperature difference of the active region and the

surroundings (only strictly true in the steady-state). Applying the conservation of

energy, the temperature of the active region, T, is given by the following differential

equation:
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active region, T

heat sink, ]

ar

c
(h

Q(t)/ _?i—T0)
/CT - di	

(7.1)

where Q(t) is the heat input, CT is the thermal capacitance, T and T 0 are the

temperatures of the active region and ambience, respectively, and t is the thermal time

constant (RT CT, RT being the thermal resistance). The response is analogous to the

voltage across a capacitor in a RC series electrical circuit.

If the active region has area A, depth h and specific heat capacity c i,, and all heat

flows towards the heat sink through a semiconductor of thermal conductivity K and

of height z (Fig. 7.9), the thermal resistance and capacitance are:

(7.2)
icA

T=PAhCP	 (7.3)

Figure 7.9. Simple (hernial model of a semiconductor laser.

Solution of Eqn. 7.1 with a time constant of 22.5 ns (chosen to match that measured

from Fig. 7.5(b)) shows the exponential-like dependency of temperature (or

frequency) on time as observed in experiment (Fig. 7.5(b)). The temperature

dependence for the 32-bit pattern of Fig. 7.2 together with its delayed copy (Fig.

7.10(a)) permits calculation of the temperature difference of data and crosstalk (Fig.

7.10(c)). Full PuN should be observed when the interfering 'one' bits have near zero

temperature (i.e. optical frequency) difference (marked by stars in Fig. 7.10(b)). The

agreement between the predictions (Fig. 7.10(b)) and the experimental results (Fig.

7.2(c)) is excellent.
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Figure 7.10. "a,) The active region temperature as a function of bit position within

the sequence. 'b,) The bit sequence: stars denote bits which should exhibit PuN even

for a relatively narrowband receiver 'cf the noisy bits of Fig. 7.2('c,).). ('c,) The

temperature difference between the intetfr ring bits.

To simplify the calculation of the BER for many interferers (Section 7.4), it is

assumed that on the interference of data and crosstalk 'one' bits, a beat frequency less

than the receiver bandwidth constitutes a data bit that is corrupted by fuliy developed

noise, otherwise the noise is insignificant. The fraction of bits that satisfy the former

is the noise reduction factor, y, as defined above (see Fig. 7.6 for experimentally

determined values), and equals the probability of full noise generation on the

interference of data and crosstalk 'one' bits.

The noise reduction factor y was determined from Eqn. 7.1 as a function of the bit

duration to time constant ratio, for a 512-bit pseudo-random-bit-sequence [20]. The

optical frequency at the centre of each bit, and thus the probability histogram of the

appearance of each optical frequency, were calculated. Subsequently, the probability

for different beat frequencies between all possible data 'one' - crosstalk 'one'
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coincidences was calculated by autocorreiating the histogram. Finally, y was found by

integration of the autocorrelation over the bandwidth of the receiver.

Simulation of y as a function of bit-rate, for a time constant of 2Ons and a (fixed) RF

bandwidth of 2.0 GHz (Fig. 7.11), shows good agreement with the experimental

results (Fig. 7.6), indicating an optimal value of about 80Mb/s (where the value of y

=0.3 5). Moreover, the results show that bit-rates as great as 100Mb/s give values of y

that are smaller than 0.4. The same simulation was repeated for RF bandwidth

matched to the bit rate (Fig. 7.11). Using the matched filter gives a y improvement of

2-10 times; the optimal bit rate is still 80Mb/s which brings the value of y to 0.04. y is

less than 0.1 for bit-rates of 40 to 300 Mb/s.

The thermally-governed low frequency FM response of a laser has been accurately

modelled [20]. The response falls from dc until bit-rates exceeding 10/(thermal time

constant), where it becomes constant. This flattening is not apparent in the

experimental FM response (Fig. 7.7) because the modulation rate was limited to 100

Mhz; it may only be concluded that the time constant is less than lOOns.

The simple model of the laser temperature evolution described above, based upon a

single layer assumption, although offering excellent qualitative description of the

interferometric noise suppression, failed to accurately predict the frequency variation

of Fig. 7.5 [20]. An improved model was developed assuming multiple layers

between active region and heat sink, described by multiple time constants, one per

layer. Excellent fit of the optical frequency deviation f evolution was achieved with

three layers (Fig. 7.12):

F( t) = 0.25.exp1__L' + 0.34 exp1---- +0.95exp1—_	 (7.4)
16.8)	 ' 366)	 '.. 4100.'

{t]=ns	 [\F]=GHz/mA
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Figure 7.11. Simulated bit-rate dependence of the interferometric noise reduction

factor yfor fixed (2.0 GHz,) and matched receiver bandvidths. The thermal time

constant of the laser is 2Ons.

LaserntensitV	 Eperimentat	 Simulaled
ResuI	 results

Figure 7.12. Comparison of improved thermal model employing three time

constants with experiment. Adiabatic chirp is included in the model.

The BER in the scenario of a single interferer and an optimised decision threshold is

dominated by the error probabilities of the 'one' bits which remain corrupted by full

(unfiltered) interferornetric noise (referred to as 'a' bits, cf. Table 3.2) and by the 'zero'
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bits which are corrupted by crosstalk (but no interferometric noise - there is no optical

power in the 'zero' bits since the laser is assumed to be biased at or below threshold,

these bits are 'c' bits). The BER is minirnised when the contributions to the BER from

these two sources are equalised. When there is no noise suppression the BER is

given by:

BER= ,14(Pa +J : )	 (7.5)

=%1
where a and P are the probability of error for 'a' and 'c' bits respectively when the

threshold is optimised.

If the direct modulation induces a noise reduction factor y, although the optimum

threshold level is now slightly higher, the error probabilities of 'a' and 'c' bits are

unchanged, and the BER is given by (to a good approximation)-

BER%(yP0 +F,) 	(7.6)

=)'(y+1)I

The BER falls by (l+y)/2. Even if y is very small, the BER only falls by 1/2 which

corresponds to a power penalty improvement of 0.1 dB at a BER=10 9. This explains

the small gain observed in the experiment (Fig. 7.8).

If the decision threshold is set midway between 'one' and 'zero' levels, as in an AC-

coupled receiver, the BER is dominated by the 'a' bits.

BER= ,l4TPa '	 (79)

where a' is the error probability of an 'a' bit with a midway threshold. The power

penalty improvement is now greater; for example, with y0. 1 it equals 0.4 dB for a

crosstalk level of -20dB (there is a small increase in power penalty improvement with

increasing crosstalk level).
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7.4 Theoretical model for multiple interferers

Although the noise suppression method gives little improvement for a single

interferer, significant performance gains arise in the more practical scenario of

multiple interferers. In the single interferer case the BER is reduced by, at most, a

factor of y (for an AC-coupled receiver) which makes little difference to the power

penalty because of the rapid complementary error function dependence of BER on the

received optical power. If there are ii (>1) parasitic interferers which may all add

interferometric noise to the main data signal (it is assumed that they arise from the

same laser as the data, or from distinct lasers that are nominally identical (same

optical frequency evolution) to that of the data), the probability that a particular

interferer generates full noise is equal to y. A probability analysis that considers all

states between every interferer being simultaneously a 'zero' and every interferer being

simultaneously a 'one', assuming random and uncorrelated bit sequences, and equal

optical powers of all crosstalk terms, shows that the mean number of full noise terms

is reduced by y, implying a performance equal to that of a network with no noise

suppression and total crosstalk reduced by y. For example, if y=O.l a reduction in the

effective total crosstalk of 10 dB is expected, dramatically improving the performance

of an interferometric noise limited network.

Calculation of the BER was undertaken with the further assumption that the addition

of many full noise terms results in a Gaussian distributed net noise component

(Central Limit Theorem [21]). If there are very many interferers (1000's) crosstalk

reduction of -. 10 log(y) is realised, but for practical numbers the gain is somewhat

smaller. This may be understood by careful consideration of the contribution to the

BER of different numbers of full noise terms. For example, if iilO the greatest

contribution arises from 8 and 5 full noise terms, for y=l and y=.25 respectively. The

ratio of 1.6 falls short of the value of 4 expected. When there are many interferers,

only the contributions from a number of full noise terms close to the mean are

significant giving the reduction by y.

However, the performance for a small number of interferers will be better than that

predicted by the above calculation because the pdf of the interferometric noise will, in

practise, be more tightly bound than the assumed Gaussian function (cf. Section 4.4).

Calculations of the minimum reduction in effective total crosstalk (measured by the
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Fig 7.13. Dependence of the minimum effective crosstalk reduction on y for

dfferent numbers of crosstalk terms, ii.

7.5 Discussion

Study of Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.13 predicts an effective crosstalk reduction of>5 dB for

20 interferers at transmission rates of 40 to 300 Mb/s. Significant performance gains

at higher bit-rates necessitates many more interferers or a DFB laser with better

characteristics (for noise suppression). Simple analysis, based on the solution to Eqn.

7. 1, indicates that the value of y is dependent upon the thermal resistance and

capacitance, not simply on their product, the thermal time constant. If the thermal

capacitance is held fixed, changes in thermal resistance, by varying z, for example,

have little influence on y. Thus similar performance is expected of a chip in p-up and

p-down configurations (the p-up chip should have a slightly greater thermal resistance

giving a longer time constant and a greater frequency change, as observed

experimentally, Section 7.2.1). If, in contrast, the thermal resistance is fixed, 'y is

reduced dramatically by reducing the thermal capacitance. Thus, an optimum laser

structure should possess minimum thermal capacitance (minimum active-region

volume) whilst the thermal resistance is less important. Note, however, that the
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engineering of large temperature (frequency) changes may upset other aspects of the

laser performance, the threshold current, for example [22].

The suppression technique is applicable to PuN given a data-crosstalk differential

delay greater than a few bit periods, and to interference of two sources of near

identical wavelength. It is important to maximise the modulation depth - this gives

not only the greatest frequency variation but eliminates light from the 'zero' bits (cf.

Section 3.5.7). Noise suppression comes for 'free' since there are no added hardware

cost or dispersion penalties.

Techniques that mirror the frequency variation along the bit-sequence, but do so at

higher bit-rates, may be conceived. For example, an external frequency (or phase)

modulator may be driven to vary the frequency of successive bits according to some

algorithm. Since the frequency difference required for noise suppression need only

slightly exceed the bit-rate, the additional frequency spread will be smaller than the

existing transient chirp, so added dispersion should be slight. Multi-section lasers

[23] may be AM modulated through one contact and FM modulated, as above,

through another.

7.6 Conclusions

Interferometric noise may be suppressed by exploitation of the intra-bit optical

frequency evolution of directly modulated DFB lasers. This frequency variation, with

exponential time dependence of time constant —2Ons and thought to derive from a

thermal mechanism, implies interfering bits of different optical frequencies giving

interferometric noise translated from baseband and thereby RF rejected.

The noise suppression for a single interferer is sequence and delay dependent (only

selected bits show noise), increases with modulation depth and is bit-rate dependent,

being significant for transmission rates of 40 to 300 Mb/s. BER characterisation

demonstrates little performance gain, as predicted. However, given multiple

interferers, worthwhile gains are predicted for the above bit-rates; for example, the

effective crosstalk is reduced by >5 dB for 20 interferers at 300 Mb/s. Furthermore,

the technique uses a commercially available source driven with a deep modulation,

there are no additional hardware cost nor dispersion penalties.
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Chapter 8

Solution paths to combat crosstalk and
interferometric Noise

8.1 Introduction

The multitude of methods to combat crosstalk and interferometric noise are

summarised and critically appraised in this chapter. All methods are applicable to the

proposed bilateral strategy comprising, firstly, minimisation of the crosstalk optical

power (Section 8.2) and, secondly, suppression of the interferometric noise owing to

the remaining crosstalk (Section 8.3).

8.2 Minimisation of the crosstalk optical power

Effective means of optical crosstalk power reduction in a network are summarised in

Table 8.1. Most methods incur an additional hardware cost; the sparse coding and

time compression techniques, requiring greater symbol-rates, are prone to dispersion.

Crosstalk source	 Method to reduce crosstalk

space switch	 • cro sspoints with better isolation

____________________ • dilation of architecture (cf. Section 6.2 [1])

WDM MUXIDMTJX • lower crosstalk components

filter	 • WDM dilation [2]

discrete reflections	 • low reflectivity components (super PC connectors, angled

or anti-reflection coated solid state devices)

• termination of all fibres, e.g. unused coupler output ports

• in-line isolators

Rayleigh backscatter	 • minimise fibre lengths (to less than half-attenuation length)

• in-line isolators

non-specific	 • sparse coding (cf. Section 2.4, [3])

• time compression of TDM blocks [4]

Table 8.1. Means of reduciiig optical crosstalk power.
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In the time compression technique [4], blocks of TDM data (i.e. many (p) successive

bits from the same communication channel) are compressed in time at the network

input, and suitably delayed to occupy a chosen subchannel within the original block

period (Fig. 8.1). The compressed block is then transmitted through the network and

crosstalk from other channels is added. However, crosstalk from channels that were

time-compressed into different, non-overlapping, (termed 'orthogonaF), subchannels

does not induce degradation and is eliminated by the time decompression circuitry

that re-establishes an uncompressed block at the network output.

TDM block

data
OTDM

+
Crossconnect i•i5	 crosstalk - may generate

mterferometric noise

time

[	 J 
compressor

time	 uncorrupted
decompressor	

data

OTDM

	
Jj]data

Crossconnect	
ELI I I crosstalk

- occupies orthogonal

time subchannels

Figure 8.1. Crosstalk elimination by the time compression method Crosstalk is

added, in this example, by an OTDM crossconnect; the method is applicable to other

crosstalk sources too.

In one practical realisation of the time compressor, the input block modulates a mode-

locked optical pulse train (via an all-optical AND gate, or by detection and external

modulation) which is fed into a compression circuit comprising fibre asymmetric
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Mach-Zehnder interferorneters and log2(N) integrated-optical switches, where NT is

the compression ratio (Fig. 8.2, [5]). The block is folded and compressed by each

interferometer, unwanted pulses being rejected by the following switch. Switch speed

must increase along the chain; the last switch needs a rise-time much shorter than the

final compressed bit period. Optical power losses are offset by the use of the

powerful mode-locked source. NRZ data is converted to RZ format which may be

undesirable, and bit order is not maintained (although it may be restored on

decompression).

An alternative approach is to employ a parallel array of p switches and delay lines

(Fig. 8.3, [6]). The compression ratio, NT, is dependent upon the switching speed of

the gates and the length tolerance of the delays. Switch costs will exceed those of the

folding circuit (Fig. 8.2) unless N T is large and p is small. However, no additional

source is required, the bit-sequence is maintained, and both NIRZ and RZ may be

handled without format conversion.

Time decompression requires a parallel arrangement of all-optical AND gates and

delays (Fig. 8.4, [5]). A semiconductor amplifier may function as an all-optical AND

gate with an inverted output (i.e. a NAND gate, [5]). The number of gates is equal to

NT and conversion to the electrical domain is unavoidable. If successive blocks

occupy different time subchannels then some buffering is also essential.

As an example, the x2 time compression/decompression according to [5] would

require in total six switching elements (electro-optic or all-optical), a distributed

mode-locked train of repetition-rate equal to the uncompressed bit period and

additional components for pulse integration. The implementation of time compression

for high data rates is hindered by the speed and synchronisation limitations of the

componentry.
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8.3 Suppression of interferometric noise

The magnitude of the interferometric noise that corrupts the detected data bit-

sequence may be minimised by control of the polarisation of the incident data and

crosstalk waveforms, by minirnisation of the phase noise difference, and by RF

rejection (Table 8.2).

Methods that exploit the polarisation dependence of the interference are only

applicable to networks comprising polarisation independent components; many

integrated-optical switching technologies, the lithium niobate directional coupler

described in Chapter 5, for example, are polarisation sensitive. The state of

polarisation of each laser may be 'scrambled', i.e. made to follow a circle on the

Poincaré sphere, by a lithium niobate integrated-optical device placed external to the

source [7]. On the interference of crosstalk and data from two such scrambled

sources, the scalar product of their polarisations, and the interferometric noise

magnitude, will vary at a rate determined by the modulation rate of the scrambler. If

lumped element electrodes are employed on the scrambler this is limited to about 1

MHz but may be extended to as great as 10 GHz by a coplanar travelling-wave

electrode geometry [7]. The slow-speed scrambler is easy to drive and will give an

effective crosstalk improvement of 3dB in the above example with two sources.

If data and crosstalk arise from the same source, the modulation period must be

smaller than the multipath differential delay. Slow scramblers are therefore suitable

for managing interferometric noise due reflections in long haul links but not for an

OTDM crossconnect, for example, High speed scramblers are suitable for small

differential delays and, in addition, may be driven at rates exceeding the data

bandwidth, thereby eliminating all interferometric noise by RF filtering. The drive

signal must ensure that the polarisation scalar product varies more rapidly that the

transmission rate. Although expensive, and requiring large drive powers (-2W), high

speed scramblers also combat polarisation-dependent gain due to polarisation hole

burning in fibre amplified links [7]. The phase is also modulated although no

dispersion penalty is found in practise [7].

The phase noise variation of phase-induced intensity noise (PuN) may be reduced by

selecting a source whose coherence time is larger than the delays incurred by

multipath crosstalk waveforms. The crosstalk becomes partially coherent (cf. Section
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3.6). In typical optical networks, spanning many kms, sources developed for coherent

communication, for example, the external cavity semiconductor laser, and low-chirp

external modulation would be required. However, even if all laser phase noise is

eliminated there remains coherent crosstalk, potentially problematic with or without

environmental phase noise (cf. Section 4.3.2). In the baseband ASK modulation

considered in this thesis, the coherent crosstalk falls in-band and is problematic;

however, in subcarrier networks this is not necessarily the case and improvements are

possible with highly coherent sources [8].

Techniques that exploit RF filtering of the noise at the incoherent limit truly eliminate

all interferometric noise, and are therefore preferred to the above coherent limit

approach. Several methods engineer a modulated optical spectrum that is either

broad or translated from baseband thereby suppressing the noise, albeit at the expense

of increased dispersion. Low coherence sources [9-13], as described in Section 2.4,

suffer less from interferometric noise than single frequency lasers (e.g. DFB). Phase

modulation is a proven suppression technique [14-19] but requires additional

hardware, comprising, in the simplest realisation, a high frequency single tone laser

driver.

The exploitation of the thermally-induced intra-bit frequency evolution in directly

modulated lasers (cf. Chapter 7) requires no additional hardware and adds no

dispersion penalty [20]. However, the suitability for high speed (Gbit) transmission is

limited by the small temperature change over a bit duration. Lasers with superior

thermal characteristics or analog techniques that vary the frequency in a similar way,

via an external phase modulator or additional laser tuning region, are required.

Interference between NIRZ waveforms, of bit-rate B bit/s separated by at least 2B Hz

in optical frequency, may be eliminated by either optical filtering of the crosstalk, or

by baseband RF filtering of the interferometric noise at the receiver. This suggests a

technique for noise reduction whereby different optical channels are transmitted at

different 'orthogonal' wavelengths (Fig. 8.5). For example, in an OTDM crossconnect

(cf. Chapter 6) every input may be fed by a different laser; alternatively, wavelength

converters may be placed at each input to tune the wavelength as appropriate [4].

The method is compatible with the time compression described in Section 8.2, and

offers a 'bolt-on' upgrade strategy to combat ageing of the crossconnect components

(Fig. 8.6). In the MWTN crossconnect (cf. Section 2.3.7 [21]), wavelength

converters could be located at the inputs (and outputs - to restore the correct
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wavelength) to the space switches. Note (as for time compression) coherent crosstalk

is not suppressed.

In a similar strategy, with channels transmitted at a single wavelength but with

different subcarriers located within a non-baseband octave of frequency, for example,

2 to 4 GHz [22], interferometric noise generated between any two signals (including

signals from the same channel) falls into the 0 to 2 GHz region of the RF spectrum

and thus causes no degradation.

Finally, other approaches may be considered, including spread spectrum transmission

[23,24] and conventional error correction (hindered by the bursty nature of the noise).

Modulation depth must also be maximised.
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Method	 Noise suppression mechanism	 Comments	 Ref.

Polarisation

polarisation	 exploits polarisation dependence, 	 noise power reduced by 3dB; 	 [7]

scrambling	 P1•P2 varies (randomly) between o 	 need poi. independent

components_____________________ and 1	 ___________________________ _____

rapid	 random Pi'P2 varies rapidly, >> bit-rate, 	 need polarisation independent [7]

polarisation

	

	 components adds phase
noise RF filtered (spectrum

modulation	 (>>bit	 modulation too
translated from baseband)

rate)	 _______________________________________ ________________________________ ______

Suppresspha se noise ________________________________________ ________________________________ ______

employ source	 of phase noise change	 environmental phase noise	 [8]

coherence	 time>> çb(t) - q5(i -	 still potentially problematic;

multipathdelays	 ______________________________________ only applicable to PuN 	 ______

Lowcoherence sources ____________________________________ _____________________________ _____

LED	 noise RF filtered (spectrum very	 only suitable for short links 	 [9]

_______________________ broad)	 ______________________________ ______

Fabry-Perot and self- noise RF filtered (beating of non- 	 only suitable for short links	 [10-

pulsating laser (multi- identical modes out-of-band)	 12]

mode)	 __________________________________ ____________________________ _____

chirped DFB	 noise RF filtered (spectrum	 dispersion difficulties	 [13]

_______________________ broadened)	 _______________________________ ______

Phasem odu l ation	 ____________________________________ _____________________________ _____

phase modulation at f	 noise RF filtered (spectrum translated dispersion difficulties; 	 [14-

bit-rate	 to multiple harmonics off)	 additional hardware 	 19]

Carrierfrequency manipulation	 _____________________________ _____

direct modulation of thermal tv-induced i ntra-bit frequency no additional hardware; 	 [20]

DFB	 evolution, noise RF filtered	 currently ineffective at Gbit

________________________ (translated from baseband) 	 rates	 ______

employ	 multiple crosstalk optically filtered or noise RF 	 [4]

wavelengths	 filtered (beating between different

____________________________ wavelengths out-of-band) 	 _____________________________________ _______

employ	 subcarriers noise RF filtered (beating components 	 [22]

centred within	 an fall out of subcarrier passbands)

octave

Table 8.2. Means of inteiferoinetric noise suppression
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imperfect OTDM

•	 crossconnect	 .
•
•	 (adds crosstalk)

/	 ....................................../.................................
bolt-on input hardware 	 /	 bolt-on output hardware
- modifies x	 /	 - grooms data for further transport
- compresses block 	 interferonetric noise-free 	 A conversion, time decompression

crossconnect

Figure 8.6. Inteiferome fr/c noise suppression in 0 TDM crossconnects via time

compression and/or wavelength ivan/pu/a/ion.

8.4 Conclusions

A bilateral strategy has been proposed to combat crosstalk and interferometric noise:

the crosstalk power should be minimised, and interferometric noise owing to the

remaining crosstalk should be suppressed. Crosstalk may only be reduced by

spending more on optical hardware; state-of-the-art components, in-line isolators and

dilated space switches are suitable candidates. Sparse coding and time-compression

are highly complex and should only be employed if other strategies fail.

Interferometric noise may be suppressed by RF rejection. Data and crosstalk may be

separated in optical frequency by transmission at different wavelengths or on different

subcarriers at the same wavelength. Low coherence sources, LED, multimode Fabry-

Perot laser, self-pulsating lasers, and chirped DFBs, are less prone to interferometric

noise but are unsuitable for long links. The novel direct modulation method

exploiting the thermal effect (Chapter 7) has no known drawbacks but is currently

unproven at high bit-rates. High speed phase and polarisation modulation are highly

effective but require additional hardware. Phase modulation additionally increases

dispersion.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and further work

9.1 Conclusions

Interferometric noise, arising on the interference of data and parasitic crosstalk at the

receiver, corrupts the detected data in many digital optical communication networks

employing single frequency DFB transmitters and ASK (amplitude shift keying).

Seemingly harmless levels of crosstalk generate significant noise on the square-law

detection. Crosstalk may arise from component imperfection (space switches, WDM

components), from reflections (Rayleigh backscatter and Fresnel reflections), and

from other communication channels in subcarrier FDMA (Frequency Division

Multiple Access).

The optical mixing or interference of data and crosstalk results in three photocurrent

components, the data (as desired), the crosstalk (undesired but relatively harmless)

and the interferometric (or beat) noise (undesired and potentially damaging). The

latter is proportional to the scalar product of the individual polarisation vectors and

varies as the cosine of the relative optical phase - the form of the noise is therefore

dependent upon the origin of the data and crosstalk waveforms.

If the data and crosstalk derive from the same laser, the interferometric noise may be

classified as coherent, partially coherent or incoherent, depending upon the relative

coherence of the data and crosstalk. 'Coherent crosstalk', driven by environmental

phase noise alone, is much slower than the typical data rate, thereby inducing bursts

of many consecutive errors. 'Incoherent beat noise crosstalk' (also called phase-

induced intensity noise (PHN)), is dominated by the accumulation of source phase

noise over the source to receiver transit delay difference of data and crosstalk (much

greater than the source coherence time). Errors arise in shorter bursts (approximately

the reciprocal of the source Iinewidth). Partially coherent crosstalk is an intermediate

state for which both environmental and source phase noise are significant.
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Only the interference of data and crosstalk from distinct lasers with near identical

wavelengths generates interferornetric noise within the baseband of the receiver

('incoherent beat noise crosstalk', a difference of less than 0.02 nm for 1 Gb/s @

1.55tm) - otherwise the noise is RF rejected and only slight eye-closure results

('incoherent noise-free crosstalk').

In the case of a single crosstalk interferer, with aligned polarisations and no RF

filtering of the interferometric noise, analysis predicts the probability density function

(pdf) of the interferometric noise to be bounded, and the signal-to-interferometric

noise ratio to equa' the reciprocal of twice the crosstalk level (i.e. it depends upon the

ratio of the data and crosstalk optical powers, not on their absolute values). If the

interferometric noise RF spectrum extends beyond the receiver bandwidth the noise

power is reduced and the pdf is no longer bounded (it approaches a Gaussian form

with increasing rejection). In baseband ASK transmission with DFB lasers, no

filtering will arise for coherent crosstalk nor for PuN given an externally modulated

source. However, directly modulated lasers suffer spectral broadening and some

filtering is to be expected. When data and crosstalk arise from distinct lasers the

noise spectrum is centred at the optical beat frequency which must be comparable

with the receiver bandwidth for any noise to fall within the baseband.

The optical power penalty at bit-error-rate (BER) =iO is predicted to increase with

crosstalk level, slowly to equal 1 dB for a crosstalk level of -18.2dB (-22.7dB), and

then very rapidly to hit an asymptote (error floor) at a crosstalk level of -6 dB (-
10.6dB), for a threshold-optimised receiver (AC-coupled receiver). In experiment,

for PuN generated with a directly modulated DFB laser biased just below threshold,

some noise is filtered and the respective crosstalk figures, for a decision-optimised

receiver, are -16dB and -9dB. A Gaussian pdf greatly overestimates the degradation

owing to a single interferer.

Under external modulation the BER performance was found to be far worse; this was

attributed to the limited modulation depth achievable with the lithium niobate Mach-

Zehnder modulator. Analysis has shown the importance of maintaining a large

modulation depth. For example, if the optical power in the 'zero' bits is increased

from zero to one-tenth of that carried in the 'one' bits, the power penalty asymptote is

translated to a 3dB smaller crosstalk. Other workers [1] have found improved

performance with external modulation, accredited to RF rejection under direct

modulation resulting from spectral broadening (chirp).
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Systems are far more tolerant to incoherent noise-free crosstalk than to coherent or

incoherent beat noise crosstalk. A crosstalk level of -6.8 dB gives a 1 dB power

penalty (threshold optimised).

When the data is corrupted by N crosstalk terms photodetection results in N primary,

and N(N-1)/2 secondary, interferometric noise terms. Those terms that generate in-

band interferometric noise may be identified according to the above crosstalk

classification. Under the assumption of statistical independence, the net

interferometric noise variance is proportional to the total crosstalk power of the in-

band terms (neglecting secondary terms (typically a valid assumption) and in-band

noise filtering). Calculation of the pdf of the net noise by multiple convolutions

supports the use of a Gaussian (Central Limit Theorem) aggregate pdf if there are five

or more in-band terms typically 'high' (i.e. ten binary in-band crosstalk bit streams).

This Gaussian approximation gives a lower bound on performance and is widely

quoted in the literature [1-4].

Analysis predicts the total crosstalk level of noise generating terms should be held

below -25 dB for a penalty of less than 1 dB - a ftirther 2 to 4 dB may lead to

network failure. Computer simulation (XHatch) of optical TDM crossconnects

supports this conclusion and, additionally, highlights the variation in performance with

channels number and assignment. The gain in performance over an AC-coupled

receiver by decision threshold optimisation diminishes with increasing network size.

Optical TDM switching networks, comprising -15dB isolated lithium niobate

directional couplers and delay lines, are prone to all the above classes of crosstalk but

particularly to incoherent beat noise crosstalk which may be first-order in magnitude.

Time-slot interchangers requiring three crosspoints suffered from worst-case penalties

of 1.0 and 1.75dB; a two input/four crosspoint network fed by the same laser at both

inputs was uncharacterisable owing to interferometric noise. A recirculating delay-

line has demonstrated the evolution of the interferometric noise pdf from bounded to

Gaussian form as more crosstalk terms are added. In common with the TDM switch

fabrics, the number of significant crosstalk terms (4-5) in the steady state is too small

to satisfj the Central Limit Theorem; a penalty of 2.8dB was measured for an

aggregate crosstalk of-l4.8 dB.
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Crosstalk and interferometric noise may be managed by a bilateral approach that

minimises the crosstalk power and suppresses the noise owing to the remaining

crosstalk. The former requires greater hardware expenditure on state-of-the-art

components, in-line isolators and dilated space switches. Sparse coding and time-

compression are highly complex and should only be employed if other strategies fail.

Interferometric noise may be suppressed by RF rejection at the receiver. Data and

crosstalk may be separated in optical frequency by transmission at different

wavelengths or on different subcarriers at the same wavelength. Low coherence

sources may be deployed, but are unsuitable for long links, or high speed phase or

polarisation modulation may be added at the transmitter. Phase modulation increases

dispersion. Finally, a novel method, exploiting the intra-bit frequency evolution of a

directly modulated DFB laser in response to injection heating has been demonstrated.

This offers potential noise suppression for 'free', suffers no known drawbacks, but is

currently limited to sub-Gb/s modulation. In all cases the ASK modulation depth

must be maximised.

In conclusion, the performance of many current and proposed optical communication

networks will be limited by interferometric noise unless measures are taken to

minimise parasitic crosstalk and/or to suppress the noise itself. Such measures

increase the hardware cost, and may compromise other performance criteria, such as

dispersion, but will largely maintain the flexibility and transparency that only an

optical network can provide.

9.2 Further work

The scope for ftwther study into a phenomenon as complex as interferometric noise is

almost unlimited. Those avenues considered to be of most importance are highlighted

below.

9.2.1 Experimental

In the investigation of a single interferer the poor performance with external

modulation was attributed to a small modulation depth. This dependency on

modulation depth, as theoretically analysed (Section 3.5.7), may be investigated with

a high extinction-ratio external modulator or, alternatively, under directly modulation
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the modulation depth may be simply varied through the bias point (although small

differences owing to the variation in noise suppression from injection heating and

chirp will also arise).

Multiple interferers may be generated using a many-arm Mach-Zehnder fibre

interferometer - a nine-arm configuration (Fig. 9.1) as previously reported [5 1 is a

practical proposition. The convergence of the noise statistics towards the Gaussian

form may be studied by adding from one to eight crosstalk terms to the data. The

delays are chosen so that crosstalk addition gives rise to incoherent beat noise

crosstalk. Correlated beating terms may be generated by matching delays in the

network. Additionally, significant performance gains with direct modulation from

injection heating (cf. Section 7.4) may be demonstrated.

Hitachi DFB 7A40 14

U	 fibre delay line

Figure 9.1. Proposed multiple in,le,ferer experiment in which the data is corrupted

by up to eight crosstalk terms.

Interferometric noise suppression techniques, high speed phase and polarisation

modulation, and frequency control in multi-section lasers, may be tested. Polarisation
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modulation would require a lithium niobate travelling-wave polarisation controller

and a high-speed drive signals. The form of the drive signal must be determined.

Partial coherence is particularly relevant to networks employing highly coherent

sources, for example, externally modulated DFB lasers; but current understanding is

limited. Experimental results will be essential to generate confidence in theoretical

work that will undoubtedly be extremely complex. Examination of the pdf, noise

spectrum and BER using the above test-bed would constitute a worthy initial

investigation.

In future ultra-fast optical transmission, sources of very short optical pulses will be

employed, including mode-locked and externally electro-absorption modulated lasers.

The broad spectra of such sources suggest broad interferornetric noise spectra, and

thus greater tolerance to crosstalk. Coherence between pulses is not well understood.

Experiment in these areas would be of value.

9.2.2 Theoretical

Further theoretical analysis, tackling chirped sources (cf. Section 3.4), correlated

beating terms (cf Section 4.3.2.), partial coherence (cf. Section 3.6), and the

influence of filtering on the interferometric noise pdf and RF spectrum appear very

challenging.

The simulator package (XHatch) may be developed to offer new functionality,

addressing noise filtering, partial coherence, polarisation, and a more sophisticated

BER output (including, for example, the pdf of n consecutive errors). An important

question concerns the criteria for the quality of transmission service offered by a

network. Should the network be designed to accommodate the worst or just the

typical performance? Is the bursty nature of the noise particularly undesirable for the

customer? Should error correction be added?
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